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blamed: for poor turnoutat rights meet!i . . . . . . .  m ooara  - ' : 
,_ • ;,:.,;!~;~• "!!)i•,!..-i~ " : a,* though Terrace students, are ~ot very Called "No Life Fare.Woman"', it dealt with women in The number of the workshops was ~ut down and 
, ' ~ ~y~:;::' / ~ ~interest~d in' human rights, racism or sexism, single industrY/towns, about eigh~ or nine I~ople attended each one, Birdsell 
~.  . "  " . . . ' . . ;  ~. 
~. ., . .  :~. :: .'-*.-'""~, ; * . said, 
.~ . , ~.• , .  Both therflm festival'and student conference on this The small audience was extremely receptive to the She said that if the school board had endorsed the 
- .  sub jec t  Dhmned by France•Bird•ell  had low turnouts. .films, said Birdsell. " film festival and let her h01d it during the day, rather 
.. The film rfestival.on Thursday ~night drew an Over 50 people participated in the student con- than the evening, then the turnout o it and the con- 
• . iaudience0f 21, including the projectionist, said Bird- terence on Saturday, she  said. There were very few" ference,probably would have been higher. ,. 
' "~• • :~ seH~'iThe last f i lmthey showedwus a new addition, .students. When the  school board turned dow, Bird•eli's 
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• job .new 
• . . . .  
Liberals Newsprint sNe . . . . .  
,ffering may prove costly 
• programs.  American newspaper may sue 
CanCel for breach of, contract 
,~ .. " " mentplaus to spend.S137 rail-: - - ' . 
llon to create .more than By GARY KINGSTON trunrdinary circumstances; have been preyented:,.ff the 
,: ~ : '31,000 new jobs and training. • ...:NICTORIA (CP) ..".-:~The ' he said.in an ifit~'view, ' • govei'nment luld ~.aliz~l~in 
.opportunities before the end Crown-0wned B.C. Cellulose : :  Wllliston ackn~vledged 1978 that there"would be 
i.'~ i . . o¢ March were described Corp. could be faced With a .  that the newsprint market Is timber :supply.shortag e a t  
,: Monday by opposition mill ion-dollar lawsuit fight; but said indicatlansOceanFalls. 
~. ,, spokesmen as scandalously because of cancellation of, a are that wher~ .labor willis,on'said, however, 
- ifiadeqnate, five.year deal.made arlier problems are settlndln ,be.  that it. wasn't until a 
, /  Moments a f ter  Era- this year to deliver 3O,OOO East; there willbesurplus of  rexaminaUon of Inventory 
: ,~ i :  ' ployment Minister .Lloyd tonnes of newsprint annually newsprint, was done later  that the 
Axworthy outlined in the to Los Angeles Times, New Barrett said .thewhole c~drporation realized it would 
": " ~ ' Commons a wideranging Democrat. leader Dave situation is another Case of "be,unecmomical to harvest 
program of employment Barrett said Monday. -. bonglingbytbeSoeialCredit ,the white wood needed to 
initiatives, Progressive Ocean Falls Corp. - -  the "goveniment which could produce newsprint. 
• • .. Conservative and New newsprint mill which " " " 
Democrat MPs attacked the operated imtil last week in 
measures  as cosmetic '  thesmai lccasta lcommuni tY  B C .  is lacking 
,surgery that will net provide -- of the same name and is ' 
~ permanent jobs for the owned by, B.C. Cellulose --  • 
• ,~ .~,  937,000CanadiausStatlslles signed an agreement in1978 enough forests :Canada says ware out of and had .it renewed the 
w~k in April. . ' following year. " 
' ' ' =: Axworthy announced a It was the company's only 
• series of'programsdeaign~ North Americancontract for
to the Sdle of newsprint..The r e - f a r . d e m a n d s  
• . largely .increase em- 
• " ployment pportunitlen for. 
• .wom~n, hnndi~pped per .•  mainder was sold, on the 
World marketthrough a New 
i .... ' 
! But B.C. Celiul. " . . ass nn- , 
benefit ~ ,  ~e  ~momin : : net~cedL, i Marcllthatit was '  "VA~C'OU'VER' ..(Ci~).. - ;merchantable timber to 
/ gi.owth0~'fliec0untry." ~ .... closing the newsprint British Columbia will be meet increased demands 
• The new d~i~anures will in . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  - 
c rease to at least 81,000 Uie ,The  K i sp iox  Rodeo  On the  weeker id  o f fe red  • f rom a l l  over  B .C . .ahd  A Ib 'e r ta .  Hereone  brave  operat ion  because of under heavy pressure in the f rom the U.S:, says Robert 
• mountinglosses--estimated next decade to find enough Sheehao, .director of 
totainumber of new job and many events  fo r  the  par t i c ipants  who  came cowboy  r ides  a Brahman bu l l .  at $20 million a year - -  and economic research for ,be 
training opportunit ies , " problems in getting white U.S. Nati~al Association of 
wood to the .plant. I t  wi l l  Loggers Home Buildars. PROFS convert part of the plant to There will only be about FORNCC " . : .  al low the logging and one million housing starts in 
• " " sawmil l ing of waste wood. dispute the U.S. th is  year  but  
• • ," " . • . *. . " " ""  " ' Dave Barrett, who raised recovery should take place Report to result l in guidel,nes • ' :i- -the matter  in tbe house settled , ,  the four th  quar ter .  "" " " " i f , , :  Monday dur g debate on Sheehan told a wood 
: ,* . .. ....... :-.,:" forest ministry estimates, products seminar Monday. 
• " : • " " : : : ':." , . - . .. ,-,. '-~"' . . - said the newspaper's counsel By the end "of 1981 he ex- 
By GAlL DOTINGA of natural resources to the flood ,waters, because of. boards to prove hispoint. In " fully 'urgedonb~ the m~yo~ has told him "[he contract By cARLA wILSON pects 1.6 million to 1.7 was torn in .two." " • Herald Staff Writer million housing starts, with 
• Herald Staff Wr~ar U.S.", pressure by deyelopors. It is Tarra~e he claims that most in• his.~ red s~,  and 'royal "The contract may now be The North West. Loggers the next decade' averaging 
Northwest Community The Other major point ~ in this point that the fii'st aldermen are Involved-ln the .purple office and no doubt subject to a lawsuit, whereby Association (NWLA) settled 1.8 million starts. 
College will be setting out the report is the question of statement about the close real estate and development 'supported by local business the taxpayers of British its dispute with Canadian B.C, sells about 70 per cent 
clearer guidelines for twban development on a connection between the corporations. Kitimat's persons on the eoup cil.V : Columbia may have to cough Cellulose Co. Ltd, and with of its lumber production to 
material published by its flood plain. Muller argues property industry and-the council" he fee ls  is less. .Because both councils up millions' of dollars Eurocan. theU.S. Two million housing 
staff following criticism that development is allowed' municipal and regional controlled by the property i send representatives ,to the because when Ocean ' Falls The hourly equipment starts annually is eensidernd 
from local politicians, in these 'areas such as governments is made, industryalthough [he report regional board and hay0 was in the closing process, contractors members of, the to be a boom year, 
was theword from the Lakelse, despite information Muller analyzes the city states "the growth and more than half the votes, someone forgot about the NWLA working for'Canadian Sheeban also said mar- 
college in reaction to Mayor showing it to be subject to councils and the regional development of Kitimat .is Muller claim's the board is contract with LOs Angeles Cellulose and Eurocan were ,gage interest rates in the 
George Thnm's remarks last also development oriented. Times," he said. shut down for a week while U.S. will average about I I~ 
weekon the report A Look At Therefore all bylaws Barrett said the negotiating rates, for their per'cent in the next decade, 
" "  * - ' " "  BCGEU ,olding rally here Flood, written by Jacob  P' regarding buildingonaflood newspaper's counsel told equipment, with medium house prices • plain a re  inadequate him that the paper does not Members of the NWLA soaring above $170,000 and 
Muller, a staff member at hecatme those who make want to sue the corporation, working for Canadian inereasing about 7½ per cent 
the sociology, depar.ent. --.. c n  g ' -an -e  them want the growth and but wants Ocean Fal ls ta /nereaseovar the past returned to work a ysar.  
" ,he  co l lege had no f~ . ,~  protest pension development according to help it  f lnd - rep laoement  knowledge of the report," Muller. newsprint. said Val Ge rge, principal of ' Monday, with a I0 per cent be experienced in the ar lyM°d rate  grow  should 
• Also in his report be claims Barrett said he was told said Ted Lloyd of Canadian 1980's "with a high rate of 
the college. ~y CAI~LA WILSON SteaDS• said the govern- government hired actuary that the available govern- the newspaper will have to Cellulose. growth in the later half," be 
"Jacob Muller expressed a Herald'St•ff Writer . •ant will not be obligated to reported that the BCGEU's meat programs and policies go on the open market -- Members working for said. 
persona~ opinion and it The B.C. G'overnment pay an eight per cent COLA pension plan was the most created to deal with the where tbe supply carrently is Eurocan.wili resume work Other panelists at Men- 
should be taken as such." Employee's Union (BCGEU) increase, i t is discretionary stable pension plan in the problem of development on fight due to labor problems Tuesday, said John Murie, day's session analysed the 
"In no way dnes the report is holding a rally at the on their part. He said there is Canadian public service, flood plains do not get' at the in eastern Canada and the spokesman for the NWLA. ability of suppliers to meet 
reflect the college's view," Terrai:e Arena Tuesday at 2 no guarantee the union will said .Steevoe. • cruxof th e problem, which'is United States --  and pay a No details have been the 'increased emand for 
said Haas Wagner, chair- p.m. to protest possible get anything out of COLA. man of the college heard. ,  changes in their pension Sixteen rallies, protesting More money is paid out of what to do with existing higher premium. The released on the settlement forest products in the U.S. 
"It was inappropriate for plan. - the proposed amendments to the BCGEU pension plan residents located there. Any newspaper then will want he yet. 
new programs uch as flood difference in price made up, The dispute had been over ' Prices of timber and wood 
Muller to use the eollege logo Amendments to Bill 28 the legialation will be heid in thangeasin, besaid, ln1979 proofing are cestly, andnew hesaid... ' the rate schedule used to pay products have been in- 
anhis report/' he added.~ were introduced in the B.C. they began last Friday employees paid $42.4 million building restrictions do not Ray Williston, B.C. companies belonging to the creasing quicker than the 
Wagner feels that because provincial legislature and and will be held Tuesday in into the plan and $27.9 was 
of this the college board will the union~is coneernod their Pr ince Rupert and Terrace. paid out of it, Steevea said. apply to those already living Cellulose chairman, said the NWLA. The rates the raieof inflation, and demand 
have to make the line bet- " members on pensions will Guest speakars at the rally The union is just saying there, corporation has no legal department of highways for wood products will Thom accused the report obligation to the newspaper, used were not acceptable continueto outstrip supply in 
wean college publications lose their east of living ad- will include a spokesman their pension plan is healthy, of being Close to slanderous but is helping it look for because they don't reflect the foreseeable fut/zre, said 
and those done by in- just•eats, from the B.C. Federation of said SteeDs•, and they want 
' dividnals at the college more The amendments can be Labor and Diane Wood, the the.govarnment to leave the at the last regional beard replacement newsprint  the higher wages, equipment John Wisher,, viceprealdent 
.. meeting and wants college "simply as good citizen- costs and equipment of timber and timber lands 
I' ' distinct, principal, Vai George to ship." . operating costs, crew for Georgia Pacific Corp~ "It's a earefdl distinction introduced by the govern- first vice-president of the plan alone,' 
meat bec/nise 'the BCGEU BCGEU. The teacher's union has come before the board to The corporation is "transportation costs and "In addition, Canada 
to make," said Wagner. .doesn't have the right to There are approximately admitted their pension fund justify ' the report's protected by a force n~ajeure travel time used in logging the source of most U.S. 
.: "But this situation reflects negotiate their pensions. The ' 400 to S00 BCGEU employeos needs changing and has publication, clause in the contract which and logging road con- Umber imports -- wlfi be loss 
• ' the need for it." ' legislation affects the in Terrace, said SteeDs•. agreed to contribute more to Jacob Muller was not allows it to terminate the struction, said a press able to fulfil our demands 
In his report, Muller pensions of government He said the union is most it, SteeDs• said. available for comment, deal if there are ex- release from the NWLA. than in the past,", he said. 
examinesthel~Bfloedfrom employees ,  teachers ,  concerned .that their " 
a planning standpoint. He municipal employees and members on pensions will he ~ ~  i : : ~ ~ !  
•. feels that there are several', college employees, said affected'by inflation. --"-'• . . . . . . . .  ~" 
• prob lems wh ich  make  Gary Steeven, spokesman- ' . 
, s i tuat ions  l i ke  the f lood ,o r theBCGEU.  The government - - ,d  , , emano II means 5 B and 2 000 jobs • ' worse than other~vise could The bill will increase an like to get rid of a $I billion V 
beFlrst Muller states thai the employee's eoniribntion, to unfunded liability which • 
the pension plan by one-half they've worked out to be the. ' 
brldgeaandrnadain thearea of One per cent. Steeves aid difference between the total VANCOUVER (UPC) --  The favorable conomic position in Richalso attempted toallay fears wopld boost present powereapadty 
are not buflt to withstsnd the thiswlfilowaranemployee's amount of assets in "the president of the Aluminum Com- relation to other Pacific basin In some provinclal circlea about he of 896 megawatts by another 740 
'harsh environment of the salary .and will remove pansion fund and the amonnt • pany of Canada says the Kemano II ~ountries, effect of the proposed expansion by megawatts. The  company now florihwest of L B.C. He says current indexing provisions of money it would take to pay • 
Standard esign procedures from the plan. Presently the' off all ~ieir obligations under hydroelectric expansion project in He said such development in the saying Alcan approached the project operates one smelter in Kitimat. 
northeastern B.C. will cost $2.5 Pacific basin makes it mandatory to with a "deep and genuine respect for "We at Alcan believe we can live 
used for construction are cost of living (COLA) is the plan if everyone with- billion over a 15-year. period and increase Alcan's smelting capacity, the feelings, aspirations and con- and work in harmony with our en- 
" inadequate, this being adjusted four times a year drew from it immediately, result in 2,000 permanent jobs. "We cerns of the people of British vironment and with you, the p~c~le 
reflected by the amount of for BCGEU members on said Steeves. He argues that Patrick Rich, in a speech to the hope the, much of that in- Columbia." of British Columbia," Rich said. 
damage done by the flood, pensions. The , new this concern is irrelevant Vancouver Men's C~eadian Club erease will takepla~e here in B.C. as "We are determined to do everyUeg 
The reason for the "hasty legislation will make COLA because the only way to Monday, said Alcan's proposed an important part of this province's The project, in addition' to a within our power to reassure you 
,; • construction" and the use of adjusted annually, it will incur the unfunded liability tripling Of its aluminUm-smelting participation in these growing tripling of capacity through the and secure abroad base at support 
• ~ . Standard procedures on remove any indexing over would be to close down all capacity would place B.C. in a. markets," Rich said. addition of three new smelters., for Kemano." • 
highways in the area, claims eight per cent and create an government services and 
'. Muller; was. to "help inflation adjustment fund, he this isn't going to happen. " ' 
'i " faellitst~ the~ irausportstion said. , , .  Three years .ago a ~ :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ~~/ . . '~o~g-  .~. =: -.:.._:. =~oo,~~ 
request o show the films during ~ ddy~ey poim~l i !.. 
out that the school trustees w0uld.theq"have an op- . ' . : '  .... , 
par,unity to view the films as well:.Hbwever, Birdsell :: :. i, 
said no trustees a t tended.  ' .the festival. : i:~ ::" 
• Birdsell was-surprised with the low turnout but is -.-. 
already planning a project for •next year comparing ~ 
the North-West of B.C. to  other countries. 
Pag e 3, ~ Herakli.lT.Ue.~.ay, June.3, i900 . , 
I in the north. i i ~ "~ _ 
I ~ g ,  logging & 
construction industries. 
We deliver to the freight Companies. 
~o 
624-5432, 5434, 5437 
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All creatures on this earth possess nature's trongest in- 
stinctive desire-- the will to live. The will to live depends on 
physical strength, cunning, mobility and poreerverance. 
Camouflage isone additional feature that nature has given to 
many creatures. It is often a decisive factor in the survival of 
many-different species. 
Camouflage is more than just blending in with your 
background. This would be fine if an animal never moved. 
r 
• • , - : ,o  
m le of this ar~ fish fr '  s aalanianders and on a 'combin-a[ion of 'traits; p A good exa p , og,  ' " .., .~-,.~.ao ,a ,~hor,n fawns arecol0red" 
many other aquatic reatures. They are.generally colored stiilness:M~Y. ~em~.~:Osurro 'u~.~ But if they mo~'~t. 
o and whitish below • This Is not accidental 'An so as to.meno m.w~u, t .=-  - .=~.- . . . . . . . .  _.~=, dark on t p . .. ' " " o ed The ' are invisible IX  they r©,,,m- 
otter, swimming underneath a fmh would find it difficult to they are easdy sp tt . Y 
see against he bright surface. Similarly, the same otter still. It is interesting to note the extent that nesting birds will 
below. Their dark top blends in with the.dark bottom of the remain motionless. I was once fortunate nough to locate a 
swimming on the surface would be less likely to spot he trout 
lake or stream. 
Since fish andamphlbians spend much or/all their time in 
the water, this two tone coloration works Well. For others it is 
not quite as easy. The variation in seasons causes the en- 
vironment to change radically. But a few birds and mam- 
mals have adapted well to the pure whites of winter and the 
greens and browns of summer. 
Weasels, snowshoe hares add ptarmigan change their 
color. In the summer, the~, are mottled browns and whites. 
This color matches perfectly with their surroundings. With 
the coming of winter, they . shed the summer coat and replace ! ' ' DISEASE HIT8 NERVES 
Beriberi, a disoase af- 
fecting the .er~vous system, 
results from a lack of 
vitamin B. 
spruce grouse nest at the time when the female was in- 
cubating. Her color matched the leaves and grass so per- 
hat it was ve difficult to locate her, even when I fectiy t ry , . 
knew where to look. I carefully approached her wflh my 
camera. The bird strongly believed that she was safe, and did 
not so much as blink until I was within a few centimeters of
the nest. 
Insects too are masters 'of camouflage. But some have an 
additional built in safety. At rest, the wings are folded, thus 
making them difficult to find. When discovered, they unfold 
their wings, revealing large conspicuous spots. These give 
the immediate impression of glaring eyes, which • will 
hopefully scare away the predator. 
• The list of examples of how coloration protects animals is 
endless. Every living creature at some point in its life seems 
to rely on coloration to ensure its .survival. It is a highly 
developed art. Its effectiveness i measured by one word -- 
survival. 
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INTRODUCTORY 
SPECIAL... 
STRETCH TERRY S,,- *2,40 
SLEEPER 
WHITE & PASTEL COLOURS. 
l SIZES TO 26 LBS. 
TERRACE: 
SKEENA MALl 
e3s.ssss 
KITIMAT: 
02 NECHAKO 
632-6177 
,SYMPHONY 
,- Support helps tour 
Michael .~dlerton, the 
managing director•of the 
Vancouver Symphony 
Orchestra (VSO) says it 
is an extremely difficult 
and expensive xercise to 
take the orchestra on it~ 
current tour of B.C., but 
he said he feels this is 
what. the symphony  
should be doing. 
The VS0 performed in 
Kitimat on Friday night 
and in Ter race  on 
Saturday night to 
audiences that responded 
with' repeated • standing 
ovations. 
Allerton said the 
mandate of the symphony 
is to become a new type of 
symphony orchestra, in 
that they hope to make 
themselves available to 
Vancouver -Island. The 
rest of the costs are. paid 
for by the sale of tickets, 
said Allerton. 
In Terrace and Prince 
Ruper t ,  Canad ian  • 
Cellulose Co. assisted the 
orchestra.  In Kit imat 
Alcan and Eurocan 
contributed money. 
Approximately 8,500 
people will hear the VSO 
on its tour and the 
audience size is limited 
only by the capacity of 
the halls, said Allerton. 
Every community the 
orchestra has visited has 
view the orchestra as a -  
.the whole community of 
B.C . . . . . . . . . . .  nor thern  B.C. 
...managing director been tremendously, en- 
The sympbony's tour is thusiastic, he said. He 
supported by a $100,000 would like each town to 
grant from the B.C. 
Lottery fund. This money resource to help develop 
covers .the expenses for music. 
the two-week tour to "In some aspects we 
and feel we can act as a 
I ~ . . . . . . . .  m . ~ - -  cata lyst  in the corn- 
PICK UP g DELIVERY 
.638,8195 
Radio Ileasaie]~Jiamerla_g SJnioo 
- Fer Papr No,a1' 
BUSINESS ROAD RUNNER 
SERVICE TO I 
?HRACE-THORNHILL-RERO-AIRPORT 
E;A. GARNER LTD. 
Terraoe Bus Terminal 636-3680 
munit ies to encourage 
local cu l ture,"  said 
AIlerton. 
In the future he hopes 
to see open-air facilities 
for the orchestra and a 
regular summer season 
of touring. 
This will need  fund~g 
though, and~.-Al lert9n 
encourages anyone :wJ~0 
enjoyed the orchestra  
and would like.~to ,see 
them again to write their 
MLAs or ~]van Wolfe, 
provincial secretary and 
minister of government 
services so the govern- 
ment  will know the 
symphony is appreciated, 
BUILDINGS STRETCH 
FAB 
The Tower of I~den is a 
group of buildings and 
towers covering 13 acres. 
along the north bank of the 
Thames River. 
Proise Festival 
A gathering Of God's 
people for praise & worshil 
at the 
  E.M. Lee Theatre 
unday, June 8th 
at 
3:00 PM 
Special visiting couple: 
Rev. & Mrs. Dave Huebert 
pastor at Glad tidings Tabernacle 
' Chilliwack B.C. 
Guitars etc. very welcome 
Sponsored by House of Praise 
t 
I I i i i 
For information 635.3657 
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, award 
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~:~i '., i~. .. • 
winner 
Terrace native Lquren 
ioD~eau'.won the University 
medal as ~ Columbia 
~the" :gradimte in the 
-,. ~ is a psychology 
major, specializing • in 
• clinical psychology. 
. - ' The  $300 Morris Belkin 
" scholurshipwas slno grant~ 
to Dubeau for her paper on 
sex differences in smell 
perception. Her research 
showed animals perceive 
odors differently depending 
on their sex and age..This led 
her todo a brief survey of 
aphrodisiacs, 
She's always been a' hard 
,~ot;ker, she .attended high. 
school in Terrace and 
completed grade 1 ~- in'New 
Zealand on a Rotary student 
e~change program. 
'. Dubeau is currently living 
• in Port Alberni and is looking 
" at her options for the future, 
mzch as medical school or 
post-graduate work in 
peycholow. ' 
• Allan Dubcau, her .father. 
is a pharmacist ~ town. 
! 
J I COURT 
NEWS 
o 
Dempsey Bell was sen- 
tenced to spend up to 21 
months at the Prince George 
Regional. Correctional 
°Centre. 
Judge Darral . Collins 
handed out the ,sentence 
after Bell pleaded guilty to 
two charges of breaking and 
entering. The court was told 
Bell broke into Polly's Care 
twice, once on February 23 
and then again on May 24. 
Judge Collins sentenced Bell 
• to jail after hearing a report 
from. a probation officer. 
Bell 'will serve nine months 
for the first charge and one 
year for the second, to be 
served Consecutively. 
. Also involved in the May 24 
• break in of Polly's Cafe" is 
Barry Morrison~ He will 
serve nine mo~hs at the 
Prince, George Rogiona d 
• Correctional Centre. 
A fine of $15o r lO days in 
• ~ i l : ln  default was handed 
down to Peter Dowier after 
he was, found guilty on a 
charge of driving with more 
thun 80 miligrams of alcohol 
in his blood. 
Paolo Duguro was. also 
found guilty on a charge of 
driving over the limit of 80 
mg. Judge Collins fined him 
The single most useful obedience xercise you can teach 
your dog is to heel on leash. By heeling, we mean teaching 
him to walk attentively andcalmly at your side. Every dog 
can be taught how to heel iq only a few minutes. Convincing 
him thathe should, however, is another matter. 
Rogardless of your eventual plans for your dog, heeling on 
leash is one of the fundamental things he should know. A 6ng 
trained to heel can be safely taken out in public. A dog net 
trained may be taken Out in public, but if he is not on a leash, 
then he is  not safe from ears, other dogs, or any other 
hazards the two of you might encounter. 
Or, if he is on a leash, and not trained to heel, chances are 
he is more trouble than fun, so likely he will be left a t home• A
l°[To teach your d~ to heel properly, you need the proper 
equipment, and the proper mental attitude. The proper 
~uipment is a five-lout leash, preferably of leather, and a 
slip (choke) training collar. 
The proper mental attitude is that you are teaching the dog 
net'oely how to heel, but also that you are teaching him to 
obey. This means that he must be attentive to you, and that 
he m~ht learn to do what you tell him. Teaching him a trick is 
easy. Teaching him to be obedient isnet always as easy, but 
much more rewarding. 
Organized obedience trials stipulate that he dog starts the 
heel from the sitting positisn, at the left side of the handier. 
Right elde heeling is useful if you jog with your dog, or run 
him along side your bike. When he is on the right he is out of 
traffic. 
If the dog already knows how to sit, start him from there, 
and finish each heel with a sit command as you stop• If the 
dog does no~ yet sit on Command, start him from' the standing 
position and finish him with the stand. Tea'ching him to sit is 
easy enough, but don't ry and combine the two exercises into 
one or you may confuse him. Siis on command and automatic 
sits on the halt are the next lesson anyhow. 
When teaching your dog to heel it is very importan[ that the 
leash remain slack until an actual correction is applied. A 
loose leash permits the solid jerk that eaches the dog. A tight 
leash teaches the dog to pull against the leash; all right if you 
are training a ~led dog, but not so good for obedience work. 
So, keep that leash loose until you jerk it tight for a correc- 
tion. 
For the same reason, we use the slip (choke).collar for 
training. A solid collar does net provide a firm enough 
correction, and encourages the dog to resist. As I said, 
elright for sled dogs, hut for obedience ~aining the slip conar 
provides that firm correction we need to get mrougn to me 
dog. And, to repeat he dog trainers favorite saying, "One 
firm correction isworth a thousand timid attempts." Also, if 
you ever jerk on a thin rope or chain leash attached to a big 
dog going in the other direction, you will soon see why serious 
dog trainers use a thick leather leash. With the right 
equipment and attitude, we can begin. 
Starting with the dog at your side, say his name, to get his 
attention, then say 'heel', in a firm voice. Immediately after 
giving the command to heel, step off confidently. The dog 
most likely will walk along with you, but if he doesn't, walk 
until you get to the end of the leash, and with a single 
vigorous pull, jerk the dog to you as you continue to walk. If 
done properly, even the dumbest do8 will ~on get the idea 
and learn that he must get up and go when you do, or elm~ 
suffer the unpleasant consequences of a fo_reefui je ,.rk.:0n his 
leash. 
Remember, I said a single vigorous pull, and jerk the dog 
to you. 
The more positive your corrections, the sooner the dog will 
get the message. And the sooner he will learn to heel, and 
start learning to he obedient. 
Also, once the command to heel is given do not make the 
mistake of repeating the command. We are not asking the 
dog to heel.heel-heel; we are commanding him to heel. Give 
the command, step off confidently, and jerk vigorously if he 
~;350 to be paid by the end of doesn't follow. 
June, or 45 days in jail• Once you have the dog moving, the next step is teaching 
him to pay attention to you, and to move along with you. 
' ~ . ~  "~ .~i~. If the dog laga bchind, the proper correction isa firm jerk 
forward until he walks with his head approximately atyour 
~ ~ '~"  side. If he iorges abend, the correction isa quick ab°ut urn 
to the right, followed by a firm jerk in the new direction. A 
couple of these quick right about urns followed by the firm 
jerks will soon teach the dog not to get ahead of you, where he 
can't watch you for those sudden changes in direction. 
Now that you have the dog starting when you start, and 
walking attentively at your side, you should hone his at- 
BUCKLE UP  tivene.. EVERY He~ him through a series of left turns, r ight turns, stops, 
starts, figure eights," correcting him f irmly every Ume his 
BODY ~ attention wanders from you. Watch your dog and if and when 
Gringo Jeans $21 
The 4 pocket basic (Style 4762!~!:S:; iii!~:il;i unti l  June 7th i !ii~ ? 
i ce  . 
l it  ... 
e , 
way. M~'elY gowhere and when yon please, and correct he 
dog vigorously whenever he isn't paying attention. 
Believe me, ff done properly, any dog will quickly learn he 
mustwatch is master to avoid unpleasant corrections. So, 
he does learn to watch his master attentively. And he does 
lear~to heel. And he now has a fouhdation for learning how to 
he obedient. 
The correction fo r a right turn is the same as for a right 
ab0ttt [i~'n: or for f0rglng ahead, However, for a left tin-n, the 
dog must be taught o get out of the way so that you won't be 
tripping over him. If the dog is heeling properly, with his 
head aboutevan with your legs, then he has plenty of time to 
getout of the way. If he is a bit too far ahead, he may not see 
the left turn coming soon enough. If this happens, make your 
left turn anyway, as if he wasn't even there. Bring your log 
up vigorously (no, not a kick) and bump into him hard 
enough that it will be unpleasant, but not harmful. - -  
• If you are doing all this properly, you can teach most dogs 
to heel in one bell-hour session. TO make sure your dog 
• remembers his lessons, however, you must repeat several 
times until he knows what is expecf~=d of him. 
A half hour a day for about a week should he sufficient to 
.engrave this par.ticular exercise into your dog's brain per- 
manentiy, but you will find that ff you slack off on your 
training, so will he. So, polish him up occasionally (like every 
lime you take him for a walk) and you are well on your.way to, 
having an obedient dog, as well as a dog that knows how to 
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ON EVERYTHING. BUT.... WATCH US! 
AT THE PRICE BUSTERS RETAILS ARE 
COMING DOWN.,.CHECK FOR YOURSELVESli 
McGavin's 
BREAD 
WHITE OR BROWN 
20 OZ.  
OCEAN SPRAY 
AUHT JEMIMA :*'  ,ii CRAN BERRY 
PANCAKE MIX P||t| SAUCE 
1.75 kg Reg. i!~ i~ii!~!~i/!~ 14oz. 
WESTOH SODA 
CRACKERS 
S 
2 lb. SALTED II~~!~:"~'~:~** i,, . . . . . . .  
1)9 
r ,! i  ~ 
RODGERS 
UNBLEACHED 
FLOUR 
10 kg. 
119 
S00 g. box 
A~YLMER 
TOMATO 
JUICE 
48 oz. 
, ~ t, 
"r~: 
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OTTAWA - -  Who's to blame, the bureaucrat, the 
parliamentarian, the press, the temper of the times? 
Or is it all just a myth that .~he federal bureaucracy, 
never anywhere in the national public popularity 
ratings, is becoming almost an endangered species? 
Even here In his habitat, where the small, insulated 
world of federal Ottawa revolves - -  if more and more 
grudgingly - -  around him, the public servant sort of 
• skulks between parking lot and office tower. 
• Under a' cloudburst of abuse, the poor intimidated 
• fellow's best hope seems to be that if he can't get from 
• i the safety of his car to the sanctuary of his work-place, 
~:at least he won't be stoned. 
The contempt of the taxpayer for the "porpoise," as 
i. he was termed the other day in an official paper, has 
always been there. 
: It originates in jealousy...bettor pay, better hours, 
better working conditions, better holidays, better sick 
leave, better everything, and at the end of.it all, better 
by far pensions. 
It 's really not his fault that he is so cossetted. 
All these advantages of the good working life were 
thrust upon him by eager politicians, competing in the 
choice of superlatives todescribe what Parliament - -  
until recently - -  unanimously has agreed is "the best 
public service in the world." 
Not, mind you, that he ever attempted to .deny it, 
much less refuse the rich dividends this exalted 
reputation paid. 
• ' Who would, in these self-seeking parts, spurn honors 
and riches thrust upon them? 
Only two denizens of the Ottawa Establishment in
the last 40 years. 
Two politicians, surprisingly enough. 
The New Democrats' Stanley Knowles who resisted 
attempts beth to appoint him permanent Speaker or 
promote him to the Senate. And he refused, as did 
John Diefenbaker, to accept hose parliamentary pay 
raises piled on parliamentary pay raises in em- 
barrassing profusion. 
Dief even refused for nearly a year to cash his 
parliamentary cheques, but he, like Stanley Knowles, 
finally buckled under the scorn and pressure of other 
parliamentarians who accused them of hypocrisy. 
They took the money but theyndidn't run - -  instead 
they bitched about it being a ripoff, sounding off each 
time it happened. 
The veneration of the public servant into super- 
. being paid super-salaries and accorded super-. 
privileges such as his very own reserved parking 
space for free when taxpayers pay through the nose, 
seems to have started with former Prime Minister 
Lesser Pearson. 
He was a ublic servanti mself, all his life, you see, 
P " ' e so he had to be special, or how else would he hay 
made it to the Liberal leadership and the Prime 
Minister's pffice? 
So the veneration of t~ .e public service built from 
there with few voices raised in argument, much less 
protest. 
• Until, well, recently is the best way to put it. 
The difference of opinion grew and blew into what 
hds become a storm of outrage. 
A high government officer himself, the Auditor 
General has put it on the r~cord that the public service 
is only about 60 per cent productive. 
Try that figure in private enterprise and see what 
happens.. 
High public figures, like Privy Council Clerk 
Michael Piffield gracefully accepted $97,000 in 
severance pay when former Prime Minister, Clark 
fired him and - -  splendid fellow - -  refunded $10,000 
when Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau rehired him in 
only a few months. 
Long horrified at its rapidly worsening taxpayer 
image, one of the biggest public service unions the 
other day eonducted a survey, asking the question, in 
broad terms: when you think of a civil servant of what 
creature are you reminded? 
Among the unflattering replies were "snail" and 
"mollusk." 
Nobody mentioned the "Invisible Man," which the 
public servant becomes after lunch Fridays with the 
phones going unanswered and business tallingas the 
staff stampedes to the parking lots. 
Ah, the four and a half day week. 
• nm , i - - • 
LETTERS WELCOME 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor of general public interes~ 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
lil~l or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters" to be considered for 
publication must be signed. 
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. . . . . . . . .  , .:;FRIGATE DECISI( 
A hard, co/O, war 
By JACK REDDISN 
OTTAWA (UPC) -- In the 
next few weeks the federal 
cabinet will decide the 
finalist.q in the oompetition to
build six frigates, the lint 
'major purchase in a multi- 
billion dollar rejuvenation of
Canada's armed forces. 
The new ships, the 18 long- 
range patrol aircraR that 
began arriving last week, the 
137 CF-18 fighter aircraft 
ordered in April and the 138 
West German Leopard tanks 
that began arriving last fall 
represent an almost com- 
plete re.equipping of the 
armed forces. 
Presiding over a renewal 
of the armed forces is not 
something Prime Minister 
P|erre Trudeau sought when 
he came to power 12 years 
ago, or something for which' 
he likely wants to be 
remembered. 
However, the flm'ry of 
recent activity in military 
purchases-- the culmination 
of decisions made~n the mid- 
1970s -- fits the mood of 
detente-in-retreat that has 
enveloped the world since 
the Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan. 
Defence Minister" Gilles 
Lamontagne says the frigate 
program, $1.5 billion in 1977 
dollars, will enter the 15- 
month design stage in two or 
three months. The current 
list of five consortiums will 
be narrowed to two or .three 
to compete for the final 
contract. 
"We do hope to get a 
decision as soon as we can," 
. Lamuntagae said Thursday 
when he was in Nova Scotia 
"to take possession ofthe first 
Aurora patrol plane. "That 
means 1986 is still possible 
(for delivery) if we decide 
pretty soon." 
With the arrival of the first 
new frigate, the last of 
Canada's major obsolete 
equipment will start to be 
phased-out in favor of the 
weapons that will carry the 
country |nto the next cen- 
tury. 
It is an area •where reality 
has overwhelmed hopes, 
where once-popnlar musing 
by Trudeau aboqt the 
changing world has been 
replaced by the need to 
satisfy both domestic and 
foreign demands for 
stronger armed forces.. 
"H the application of out- 
of.date military strategias' te 
alliances with old and 
trusted ,friends might lead 
not to the desired deterrent 
effect but instead to 
provocation and to obstacles 
to detent#:" Trudeau told the 
House of Commons II years 
ago, "then these strategies 
must be re-examined." 
In the current cold-war 
atmosphere there is less 
concern about "provocation 
and obstacles to detente" 
than at any previous time in 
Trudeau's time in power, 
Trudeau himself said 
during the election cam- 
paign that returned him to 
office that the Soviet Union 
bad never wav,ered from its 
long-term goal of expansion, percent more than the in, 
United western action was ration rate- 
needed to meet he threat, he This change doesn't 
said. necessar i ly  indicate 
The old military stategtes Trudeau changed his basic , 
that Trudeau doubted a few hopes during his long tenure. 
years ago are still, going Some circ/umstances 
strong, . changed and he also became 
All but four of the 18 long- more aware of .political 
range patrol aircraft will.be necessities. 
stationed on the east coast o The concern of allies, who 
ensure Canada fulfills its are important to a trading' • 
• anti.submarine obligations nation like Canada for more 
to the North American than'military reasous, put 
Treaty Organization. pressure on the government' 
Canadian membership •in to loosen the purse strings. 
Sympathy for the military 
the. North American Air has been rising faster than 
Defence Command was concern with the plight of the 
extended for a year May 12 developing world, especially 
and-  although the period as the growth of the in- 
was shorter than usual ,to dustrtal, world slows to the 
allow a review of the lowest level the. pest-war 
agreement -- everyone generation has known. 
• expects arenewal next year. In demonstrating he has 
When Trudeau. became "not entirely abandoned his 
'prinie minister he attempted hopes, Trudeau this year 
to ease Canada away from proposedan mbassador for 
fears of Soviet expauslunism 
by pointing out that the disarmament. Canada also remains one 
poverty of the oeveloping of the more generous 
world alsoposed a danger to - ~world peace. ' . providers of foreign aid, and 
Trudeau .has a rapport with 
Canadian assistance to the several Third World leaders. 
Third World increased But in 1969 he said his 
dr.amatieally at first, government intended "to 
However, spending restraInt reorganize our resources 
since the mid-1370s has kept" and our energtesto play a 
the amount of aid almost role in the world as it is, not 
unchanged except for in. to'dream of thin, gs•as they 
fiatiou, were." 
In contrast, the armed WheniteameteTrudeau's 
forces, which had been hopes to divert tax ex" 
running down under ponditures from weapons, 
Trudeau's original policies, the world "as it is," turned 
won a guarantee in1975 of an out to be very similar to the 
annual budget increase of 3 world as it was. 
THEY'RE SPECIALISTS 
Elite team fighting fires 
By DEB van der GRACItT 
SALMON ARM, B.C. 
(UPC) --~ An urgent siren 
• shatters the mountain 
silence. 
Within secorids, four burly 
young men scramble out of 
nowhere for strategically- 
hung blue helmets and 
yellow, fire.resistant wool 
suits. These they don 
quickly, automatically, then 
pick up equipment as they 
dash from their tents to a 
waiting helicopter, rotor 
blades whirling. 
With milltal'y precision, 
they check each others' 
suits, harnesses and clips. 
Everything must be perfect. 
Then one of the four, clearly 
in charge, signals the others 
into the helicopter, where 
they sit with grim faces. 
The helicopter lifts off, 
banking away to a nearby 
mountainside where smoke 
billows from a small forest 
fire. 
While the helicopter 
hovers, three of the men 
rappel down a rope to the 
tree-covered ground below, 
then wait while the fourth 
lowers an orange bag stuffed 
with firefighting equipment 
to them. 
Another signal, and the 
helicopter olls away. The 
three take out their tools and 
begin the job of putting out 
the fire. 
They're called rappellero 
- -  they're part of Jim 
Dunlop's and the B'.C. Forest 
Service's elite "Rapattack" 
team -- and they're making 
firefighting history in North 
America by lowering 
themselves out of helicopters 
on ropes to douse otherwise 
inaccessible fires. 
Even raging blazes like the 
one that has ravaged some 
275,000 acres near Kenora, 
Ont. 5n the last week usually 
start in one tree, says 
Dunlop, a wiry, 20-year 
veteran of the B.C. Forest 
Service who started the 
Rapattack (rappel. attack) 
program in 1977. 
The specialized teams are 
aiternative to the .more 
expensive use of water 
bombers or the time- 
consuming practice of 
mar.ching men through 
dense brush on the ground to 
tougbto-reach fires. 
In 1977, Dunlop contacted 
Henderson, by then a private 
consultant with his own 
rappelling team, and asked 
to'be trained in the method. 
B.C .  is still the.only place 
in North America fighting 
fires with the rappelling 
called in to put out fires, method, though the 
burning in remote dense 
brush or on mountainsides-- 
places that normal sup- 
pression crews would take 
hours, perhaps days, to 
reach -- within hours after 
they start, while they're still. 
small. 
The rappellers, university 
and college students who 
were looking for a summer 
job with a difference, work 
out of a camp on the out- 
skirts of Salmon Arm, a 
small interior community 
about 270 kilometers (160 
miles.) northeast of Van- 
couver. 
"It's fun, it's excit~g and 
it's a summer Job," says 21- 
year-old microbiology 
student Dave Butcher. 
The  crack squad has 
already saved the B.C. 
government thousands of 
dollars by dousing blazes 
before they get out of hand. 
The rappelling method 
was pioneered in 1971 by 
former University of B.C. 
professor Bob Henderson,' 
who developed it as an 
U.S .  
Forest Service, which also 
learned the technique from 
Henderson, has used R oo- 
oasionally. 
This year, when trainlng;s 
finished and the carefully. 
ehosenl new recruits are 
certified as rappellers, 
Dunlop will have four four- 
man crews and one three- 
man crew working under 
him. 
When they're not fighting 
fires ---or practising One 
More Time the precise 
procedure that ends with the 
stomach-churning drop from 
the helicopter skids 200 feet 
above the ground -- they 
exercise, help put the 
finishing touches on flair 
newly-built camp or just 
plain enjoy themselves. 
Most members ofthe team 
are either studying forestry 
or plan to after spending an 
exciting summer dangling 
out of helicopters. 
"I was lnseiencea, but new 
I'm going4nte forestry next 
year," said Bruce Blackwell, 
21, of Vancouver. 
"it's a ~eat Job,". agrees 
Steve Westby, 20, a rugged-. 
looking forestry student who 
started with Dunlop when he 
was 17 andnow beads his 
own rappel team Ks the 
'spotter.' 
"It's like being paid for 
getting in sbepe." 
That's a slight un- 
derstatement when one 
considers Stove and his team 
may spend up to 36 hours in 
the brush putting a fire out 
with as little as four hours 
sleep. 
Then, after checking with 
their bare hands in the 
rubble to make sure the 
blaze is out cold ("H you 
horn your fingers, you know 
you've got more work to 
do"), the crew spends up to 
six hours building a rough 
'helipad' so the copter can 
land and pick them up. 
Dunlop rules the woodsy 
roost with a strict hand. 
Those unfortunate enough to 
make a mistake while 
practising rappels from a 50- 
foot high tower hear about it 
in no uncertain terms while 
they're on the ground doing 
pushups as punishment. 
But tl~. rappellers take it 
all in stride. "He yells a lot 
and his language ,can get 
pretty bad," says Westby. 
"But that's good, because we 
have to learn to do it right." 
A mistake at 200 feet could 
be fatal, but so far, no one 
has had anything worse than 
a sprained ankle. And if 
Dunlop has his way, that will 
always be the case. 
l 
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PERSKY'SI 
PERSPECTIVE 
By STAN PERSKY 
Before you get,bored'to death bythe thousands of 
hours of constitutional talk you're going to hear this 
summer, let me make one modest, but unpopular 
proposal for saving the country. . - 
Take ownership of non.renewable naturan resources 
awa# from the provinces and give it to Canada. 
Yes, I realize there are 10 provincial •premiers 
clammering far more provincial power and one Tory 
opposition leader who talks about a "community of 
communities" (whatever that means). Thbre are a 
host of experts and amateurs beating the drums for 
"decentralization" as the magic solution to our 
national •problems. There.is even a silly something 
that wants' 'Western independence." The. only trouble 
with all this clammering and yammering is that it 
doesn't add up to a country .... 
Instead, you end up with the Blue-Eyed Arab 
Kingdom of Alberta, which, by the end of the .1980s, 
will have banked more than $50 billion in gas~and 0il 
royalties and leases, whffc ~ everybody else goes deeper 
in.debt. Once you've got the Emir of Edmonton en- 
throned, who can blame the Newfies for wanting 
control of offshore oil in order to establish the 
nebulous Nation of Newfoundland? And after British 
Columbia gets in on the act, can OPEP  ~ the Oil 
Producing and Exporting Provinces -- be far behind? 
At which point, Canada gets reduced to a desk 
drawer in a bureaucrat's office in Ottawa.. 
Unfortunately,. Pierre Trudeau's constitutional 
talks, commencing June 9, are unlikely to slow down 
the consequences of the Second Law of Ther- 
modynamics, which are more advanced in Canada 
than in the rest of the universe. Of course, one can 
always hope. In this year of miracles -- after all, who 
would have expected neither a postal nor a baseball 
strike? - -maybe the provinces will be able to agree on 
something before entropy or Armageddon sets in. But 
don't bet on it. 
The things the constitution-construct0rs are likely to 
agree on will only minimally strengthen the northern 
mirage that passes for a nation. Language rights will 
be entrenched (it sounds something like planting 
asparagus, doesn't it?). The Senate, which was never 
more than a political porkbarrel, will be reformed into 
a provincial parlor game. Control over a few 
misbegotten public dollars will be shuffled (why not 
let the provinces run the Wednesday night Bingo?). • 
There is  even some talk of enshrining regional 
representation theSupreme Court, though I must 
admit, as one who preserves a scrap of respect for 
conservative idealism, it escapes me how the quality 
of mercy is improved by such a notion. 
But on the issue of non-renewable natural resources, 
which.might form the basis of a national economy, 
expect nothing. 
It all began with a mistake. The founding fathers, 
who were feeding lumps of coal to the new-fangled 
steam engines, gave the original four provine~ 
ownership of their mineral resources in: the i~7 
British North America Act because they,thought this 
would give them "adequate revenue for performing 
their limited functions," as constitutional uthority 
Gerald LaForest puts it in Natural Resources and 
Public Property Under the Canadian Constitution 
(admittedly, not the sort of thriller that keeps you up 
at night). 
When Canada purchased what is .now most Of the 
western end of the country from the Hudson's Bay 
Company in 1870, it was clearly env|saged that the 
resources of the area would pass to Canada to be' 
administered for the benefit of the whole country., In 
fact, the 1905 acts creating Alberta and Saskatchewan 
(happy 75th birthday, gang) reaffirmed this, stating 
that mineral right were to be "administered by the 
Government Of Canada for the purposes of the 
Dominion." It wasn't until 1930 that the three Prairie 
provinces acquired ownership of minerals, off and gas 
from Ottawa. 
As former Oilweek Magazine editor Ear le Gray 
writes, "There will be some national sharing of 
Canada's national petroleum wealth, or there will be 
no Canadian ation." 
Of course, there are several hundred subsidiary 
questions. For instance, what wouldbe the best way to 
manage such a money-maker? Despite the risk of 
being mistakenly identified as Boris, your friendly 
KGB agent, I. can't, for the life of me, see the ad- 
vantage of letting a buncll of multinational (read 
American) monsters pocket he profits. Yes, I realize 
that turning the entire operation over to People's 
Petrocun is naked socialism, but what's wrong with 
it? '(Maybe the Surrey Chamber of Commerce or the 
Western Canadian Independence Party could write in 
.and explain it to me.) In fact, former premier• Dave 
Barrett, during' one of those fits of pique against Ot- 
tawa that periodically afflict provincial leaders, half- 
seriously made a similar proposal. 
But mild-manner socialism aside, as Gilman Gray 
notes, "Canada is the only large off-producing nation 
where the rewards of public ownership of petroleum 
are not widely shared on a national basis." He adds, 
"If public revenues fron~ all of Canada's oil and gas - -  
in Alberta, the Arctic, the Atlantic - -  were shared 
nationally, it would take the stung out of world oil 
pr ices'  and provide a massive of transfusion of  
economic and political well-being." It would also 
lower your taxes. 
Of course, I hate to admit that Pierre Trudeau's 
right about anything just as much as the next person. 
But when he talks about "strong central govern- 
ment," he's right. Not because it will provide better 
government than provincial anarchism (it won't). But 
because it adds up to a nation. 
LETTERS WELCOME 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor of general public interest 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
• to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed . . . .  
," 1 a 
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incal artist contributes 
Canadian tradition 
BITH WATT 
• .~ ii, ,..' Special to the Herald 
i ii ~LTON- -Two Gitksan artists here are helping 
~t0' c~eate the first contribution of Canada's native 
~.:people tothe stonework of the Parliament Buildings in 
~!bttawd. . . . .  
- ;~ ":Walter*Harris, 48, and Earl Muldoe~ 45, both master 
• . :  ,: .* :~ ,cai, vers and instructors at the Gitaumaax Scltool of 
,:: ,~,~.~ (: ~!!!i*;Nbrth .Coast Indian Art at 'Ksan, a re  putting the 
~- ';,i / .  finishing touches on their stone pieces, to be unveiled 
~. '* " ;~,Ottawa this summer. 
" • ' " The two carvers are qmdng nine Canadian inuit and 
, ~i ~::  ,, ~Indian:artists commissioned by the federal~g()ve/'n- 
'i :r :i ~ 'ii:m~ht ,0do,stonework forthe House of Commons Under 
'~::, ' :i ~*$140~000 program through the public works depart- 
: • •:~ ident~ r '  ~ : " 
;,,t " I t  started about six years ago when I'm.entioned to 
~. the government that Canadian Indians weren't really 
• " " " i ::,represented w~th all the carvings m Ottawa, sad 
,~Muldoe,. a gold specialist who quit his job with the 
q 
Earl Muldoe handles the fine tools used for 
finishing the carvings. An air compressor hose 
is In the foreground. ~.=o ~ KaII. ~a. 
\ 
parks branch to become a full-time corer  about a / 
dozen years ago. 
Wendy' Sailman, splkesman for public 'works in  
Ottawa, said~the program got official sanction after it 
was mentioned m the House of Commons, 
"Wa"y Firth (former NDP-I~P from the North West 
Territories) suggested through the speaker that Inuit 
carvers be used. Through discussi.on that group was 
enlarged to include Inr.ans;" , she' said. 
Twenty-nine craftsmen were chosen to submit 
designs. Fifteen responded, Of which nine •were•.. 
chosen. Aside from the twi) Gitksan carvers, six Inuit 
from northern Quebec and the North West Territories, 
~nd an Indian from CurVe Lakel Ontario, are also part 
of the group, Sallman said. • 
"We hope to put Harris's piece in this summer, and 
Muldoe's also, ff they're ready.. This .could be the 
beginning of a whole new aspect o the House of 
Commons," she said. 
"It's really a challenge to do something for the 
- -  ~1 ,  • . •,  ~ . House of Commons, sod Hams, who began hm work 
in Indian design about 12 ye~s ago with the creation 
of thek'Ksan Indian vfllage" in Hazelton: "But more 
than that I also get excited about'carving something 
that's going to be around for a long time." 
He chose for hispanel amassive killer whale design 
in high relief, with a grouse figure in the animal's tall 
and a human figure in the blow-hole, and bas-relief 
linear design on the animal's body. The design con- 
forms to traditional subject matter, but uses more 
contemporary sculpture styling to echo the massive 
piece of Indiana slate, he said. 
Muldoe has chosen a more traditionalsymmetrical 
front view for his five pieces --' thrtze panels depicting 
owl, wolf and frog crests, and two totem figures using 
human and frog designs. 
Stone carving is new .to both men, although it has 
been part of the.tradition f their people. They each 
ordered air compressors and grinding tools for the 
job, and are anxious to put these to work on other 
pieces. 
"This stone is reasonably soft and easy to form," 
Muldoe said. "And when you w0rk'in a new medium, 
you return to the more familiar stuff as if it were 
new." 
Both men credit heir initial interest in north coast 
design to the 'Ksan Indian village replica in Haze!ton, 
and to the school that has produced ozens of quality 
artists over the past seven years. 
Aside from special contracts, their work is 
marketed through the 'Ksan Association, with a 
percentage r verting to running the museum and 
carving schooLSeveral fu l-time carvers are working 
through the school on corporate commissions, in- 
cluding an 18-foot cedar pole for the Japanese head 
office of the Chase Manhattan Bank by Ken Mowatt, a 
35-year-old earver noted •for his active illustration of 
Gitksan myths. 
Ran Burleigh, manager of'Ksan and a noted wildlife 
painter; said the interaction I~etween the traditional 
forms, as illustrated inMuldo6's tone pieces, and the 
more contemporary work, as in Harris's killer whale 
crest, is fueling changes in the 'Ksan style. 
"You can't exhaust the: traditional forms; they'rey 
too complex. But contemporary design ismore open; 
it uses more motion. I've heard people say, about 
contemporary design, 'That doesn't look anything like 
Indian art.' I don't agree with that. They should be 
able to do anything they want in the art form. I'm 
really interested in what hey come up with in the new 
two or three years. 
New media are interesting more and more artists, 
Burleigh said, noting stonework, recent woodcuts, and 
the possibility of bronze casting. Totem, panel and 
mask carving are all active now, as well as jewellery 
carving and print-making. 
Walter Harr is completes the final finish on his 
kil ler whale panel, p.=o ~v Ke., w~. 
be careful with 
all firel 
Saturday, June 21 at 10 AM 
Save your AUOTION BUOKS and 
bid on your o5oioo of the prizes valued 
at over $3,000,00 
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Thiscloseup shotof Earl Muldoe's wolf panel, in 
design. 
III I 
progress, shows the detail and elegance ot me 
PhOl0  bY Car l  A W. I l i on  
. . . . . .  : , = , ,  
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HIGH COUNTRY 
Crafts & Gifts 
Macrame surlier, hand embrddored tablecloths, 
custom o#der wood crafted wall plaques 
Monday - Friday -9 a.m. • 9 p.m. 
Satur~y -9 a.m.. 6 p.m. 
4711TETRAULT ALLWEST CENTRE 6311.1645 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTO. 
PIPE PLUMBINGSUPPLIES PUMPS 
HOSES NU15ANDBOLTS FENCING 
WATER $OF TE NEHS ANDMORE 
ii 
.5239 Keith JvenUe- N., B c .vo,o 
635-7158 
' I IiIINI, IN I . :  
GLACIER • 'L  rlCONTRACTING* ; ;.  : 
L . ,1~ 4410 tilkll °ivuli ~63S- :T19  
A . . ,¢PJ~' I ' I IT I IO,  LC .  Roads, blasting, excavating, earth moving, gravel, 
.~]1.~" ' rock, site preparations, water wells & land clearing. 
, HOURLYOR CONTRACT" • k 
g '. A Complete Glass.and NoJobTooBigorTooSmall 
D 
" Aluminum Service ~ 79e.2429 Mobile Ph. 2R065 
I 
I 
I c,,,,, . , ,  F|roitoro, ll|fiilslliiE, ~~~_~- .oAe- ,  ~~ 
YOU WE INSTALL |610 S, Kalum 635-6666 Terrace st~V~L~ / ~ '  
FREE 
11EIRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these Ilems 
, lioar teolli , lioar claws 
, weft toetli , limer t#tli 
, mlSl or dter lltllrs (,ths,,=" ~,,r) 
Available i t  me fro~l desk of ll~e 
Em_  HOTEL 
0 & L PAINTING 
INTERIOR - EXTERIOR - RES IDENTIAL  • COMMERCIAL  
~p£CIA i lZ ING IN  GANg B I .AST ING'& INDUSTRIA i  COATINGS 
• FREE ESTIMATES 
3421 R IVER OR.  
ODD ANO LEI'F TERRACE• B C. 
• NICOLAYSEN PHONE 635°4559 
D - J CONTRACTING 
Stucco and Drywall 
Con1 roctors 
F RE E ESTIMATES 
Phone Elze 635.3170, or Sean 635-4385 
4829 Olson Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Con"ne,¢al  #ureS 
4646 Lakelse Ave. ,r-'-"'-",~ 
.For expert haircuts and ~ ~ "  
up tO date halrstyllrKJ. , ,~ . "  ...., 
.Introducing a full line of ~ ~  
R EDKEN products. '~ .  '~. , "~-~ 
For appoin.tment, phone: /V,~ \~'i:~ ,-'~,, 
635-5727 i'2', ~ '  
RK"Js quality wh. you wa.t?" 
RESIDENTIAL  - COMMERCIAL  . INDUSTRIAL  
RENOVATIONS.  ADDIT. IONS • FRAMING 
HOgNTAll CONBTRUCION 
I 
, SPECIALIZING IN DUALITY GUILT HOMES 
FREE ESTIMATES 
PAUL ARSENAUL,T 3145 River D.ve 
Phone 635-3959 Terrace, B C 
LARRY ELOERKIN 
SALESMAN 
PRINCE GEORGE PETERBILT 
Branch of Pelerbilt oi Canada 
3965 • 22nd AVENUE 
PRINCE GEORGE.  B C TEL (604)  562.9155 
V2N IB7  RES 1604) ~4.1964 
DERKSEN'S 
WATCH REPAIRS 
'Watch & jewellry repair and e~gravmg 
• Fine stock of watch bracelets & straps 
635-4638 
7.4621 Lakelse Ave. (above Norlhland DMi) 
"i "t 
r 
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We will fondly remember June 1st for a long, I I  
long time. 
The response to particimotion was so.fantastic it 
felt like all British Columbia was on themove 
simultaneously. ' 
Overwaitea's policy of organizing or taking partin 
community affairs has been i.n effect since our 
beginning in New Westminster, 1915. However, 
Particimo~ion, our most recent effort, has certainly 
been the most rewarding from an qverall company 
point of v i e w . .  ' ' - 
We gratefully thank each and every citizen who 
turned out and those who even came to watch. A 
special thanks goes to the kind persons who gave 
freely of their time to help organize and run • 
the affair. . ' . 
Such a gratifying experience encourages us todD 
it again sometime. Thanks to you all again. 
Your entry stubs are being counted and sent into 
Overwaitea head office in Langley, B.C. for com- 
par, son purposes to see who wins The Vans. We'll 
be communicating the winners before the end of 
June, 1980. 
.97-1 i 
• , ,+  " , :  . . 
GRAND FC,R 
DRY BELT 
CANADA NUMBER 
TWO GRADE 
J 
: • . 
• .+ .  • . - .  . , .  . , ' .  
. .  . '  . 
. j . ,~ ,  • . . / , . - . .  . :  . . . 
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HUCK ROAST 
EEF BLADE 
:CANADA 
GRADE 
j: |m 
• • + 
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CUBED PORK 
BONELESS 
SWEET 
AND SOUR 
PER 
. : LB  
SIDE BACON 
OVERWAITEA 
McGAVIN'SHOMESTEAD- GRANOLA II~ 4=1 ! I " ~ l l ~ ~ V  :) " "  ~ '+ + '  ..... .~1::i::} 1ST CHOICE 
BREAD ~'~,~o,, 1 ; - I  i i -.i b .,'+ . | , _ , ,  BRAND+.. 
ICOOKIES ,~,"~2 ::: ' 15 LB ' i~'~ ~':? . . . . .  +++++ + LB SLICED coco+, c+,  L,MO.O+,orOHOC +0'' ~"A~!  t !! 
,...~+-.MOO..o,C.U.C.Y 0 . _ . la ,  ii - o+ + ......... " ' :"  ++ + ' n +  .................................... i REGULAR I A __  I PEANUT BUTTER 1 : - I  :'~ "~ '  ' "~ ~ .... +~, `=+~ ~-~~+~"+~ • : ~ ,=u- .U  : ,+ ~,~ " ~ 500 GRAM 
,IWESTEBN FAM,LY B,AND- RANDOMWT,. ,~ iA  Y0 .I i, RJ~,~.:.~....:.:.:.,...:...,:.,... • ' ~ !i: :?!:i! 
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FLORIDA FIELD " PER - FRESH " CALIFORNIA J II~,I~.I~OZEN 'CANADA l l lU I IU  "ov ' "vv~'  °r '~'_~a m.=- i  IovT.~:., |~tal  I"', POUT ~l J~ l  
~,- - - - - - - -  , - - I  M~O,UMS,Z~+x0 ' " , ": " "  
CANADANO.~GP~DE LB  ; GROWN:  :~+ .PE" !L:-" ...... ~ ............ CruDE ERE" SL ICED: : :  PACKAGE I ,  : i~Tc"~°c~- - ilI;'}I2P.~,~;EM. 
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::] :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: IRC I I L  IM  A RAn : :o~.  1 ;~:  i "  ............. WHITE  LABEL  i I~UIP  R I U U I J L r . ~  = V ~  ~ 
i [!!~~?ii| . • . %~ =,~vm=- =,1 =-= =,m-=~= .......... " =;~:+i ,[-_.  RECONSTITUTED " ] S;AR.KIISTFLAKED . . '  == J ~ 
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Menta l  Bar r ie rs  Make  
" Inva l ids"  Of Us  Al l  
By Abigall Van Buren 
© 1980 by  Un ivarsa l  P ress  Synd icate  
DEAR ABBY: This letter is written in response to the 
woman whose son was planning to marry a paraplegic. I am 
;a rehabilitation counselor, working solely with spinal •cord 
injured persons. I was distressed, but not surprised, that the 
woman referred to her future daughter-in-law, as an 
"invalid." 
• Her ignorance concerning the limitations of persons with 
spinal cord injuries is 'all too common. This lack of 
understanding can be a far greater hardship to a person 
with such an impairment than the impairment i self. 
There is no way to undo generations ofmisinformation i
one letter, but I will try: The easiest way is simplyto l i s t  
some of the things a parapleg!c (one with lower body 
paralysis) can do, with proper eqmpment and/or assistance: 
Work, play, marry, divorce, love, be loved, have sex, 
become a parent, raise children, keep house, drive a vehicle, 
shop, attend school, church and engage in sports. I could fill 
your column with more, but I think you get the general idea. 
Of course, each situation is different, depending on the 
extent of injury, motivation, environmental barriers, 
attitudinal barriers and other factors. But then we're all 
different, aren't we? Some of us able-bodied people do very 
little with our lives while others accomplish a great deal. 
The same applies to persona with physical disabilities. 
What we can 'all do is make sure that we never prevent 
another human being from living as full and rewarding a
• life as he is capable of. Let's not be barriers ourselves. 
JOE BUTLER, BATESVILLE, ARK. 
DEAR JOE: Right onl 
DEAR ABBY: I am a 15-year-old girl. I know lots of boys 
as friends but have never had a real boyfriend. To be 
perfectly truthful about it, I have liked several boys a lot, 
and one in particular was on my mind night and day. He 
never paid any attention to me so I just went on dreaming 
about him, but nothing.ever Came of it. 
Now for my problem. There is a rumor going around 
school 'that I got pregnant and had an abortion last 
summer. Abby, it is a lie. I never even had the chance to get 
pregnant, so I don't know where this rumor got started. How 
can I prove this is not true? I need your help. 
LIED ABOUT 
DEAR LIED ABOUT: Trying to prove that  a rumor 
is not true is like trying to put toothpaste back into 
the tube. Just  behave inn  manner that  will make• 
those who spread those rumors  look l ike l i a rs .  
DEAR ABRY: My husband and I attended a wedding 
reception a month ago. The bride is the daughter of friends. 
The affair was elegant. They had 200 guests for a sit-down 
dinner and dance at the finest hotel. 
My question: Is a wedding considered a social obligation 
- -  or a thing apart? 
We entertained the parents of the bride at a dinner party 
• ' " " W two months before the wedding, but we aren t sure if e now 
owe them, or if they should make the next move socially. 
Please advise. 
NOT SURE 
DEAR NOT: Since the parents of the bride were 
your guests last at a dinner party, they now owe you a 
s imi lar  inv i tat ion.  Even though thei r  daughter ' s  
wedding was elegant, it cannot be considered repay- 
ment for your dinner party. ." . 
CONFIDENTIAL TO J.B.: To those who would give 
advice, the best advice I know is, if you can't be kind• 
--  be quiet. 
CONFIDENTIAL to those who have sent for Abby's 
booklets:  Please, please be patient. I am l iteral ly 
deluged with orders and am gett ing them out as 
quickly as possible. 
fl¢l /'t/ ff, 
'9 had tog ive  your Sausages a shot 
with the fire extinguisher. Do you still 
,want to eat them?" 
Your individual . 
Frances Brake 
I~OR WEDNi~SDAY, • 
JUNE 4, 1980. 
ARIES 
(Mar.'2! to Apr. 19) (~ ' ,  ` 
A friend may cancel a date.. 
Don't argue; instead, enjoy 
private pastimes at home. The 
p.m. has a romantic note• Be 
alone together. 
TAURUS U~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Accent long,range plans re 
career. Don't let momentary 
problems throw you. Social 
life leads to romantic 
intri)ductions. 
GEMINI 
(l~lay 21 to June 20) ][I 
Don't promise ~nore than 
you can deliver, Travel would 
be nice, but work obligations 
may conflict. Be ready for 
career opportunity. 
CANCER ®~ 
(June 21 to July 22)' 
Work goes best if it reflec, ts- 
ideals. A friend pays you'a 
compliment. The p.m. favors 
enjoyment at a cultural event. 
LEO Aug, 22) ~ : ~  (July 23 to 
An evening, out together is 
the best-way to cope with a 
loved one's complainLs. Later, 
you'll enjoy each other. 
vireo ~ l  
• (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Little things at work could 
get to you, but the p.m. 
promises a wonderful time for. 
lovers• Don't take others for 
granted. 
LIBRA . j ~  
(Sept. 23 to Oct. ~) 
You're restless but not sure 
how you'd like to spend leisure 
time. A work-related function 
may lead to a romant ic  
introduction. 
SCORPIO ~**~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
You're temperamentaland 
could be short with a family 
member. Later, you're in a 
better mood and will meet 
with romance and affection. 
l i .CROSSWORD 
, 9 Siamese, 
forlone 
lZOnce--a 
time. 
1~ Italiun 
river 
H Clmllce 
15 SEver 
dollar 
(slang) 
17 Aries 
18 Meadows 
19 Kind of 
machine 
I 
ACRO~ 36 Toward the 
• 1Facts mouth 
5 Cord holding 37 Senses 
Heathen 
t0 Sport group 
'. 4~ Mdody 
' 4~ Protected 
roll of film 
.48 Mountain 
on Crete " 
• 49 Redsct 
50 Corner.of 
aroom 
• 51 Beaver's 
edifice 
52 Sown, In 
• l~ldry , 
21 Shoestring ~ Dies - -  
I I  French " L . 
composer 
15 Culture 
medhun 
Musical 
lntreduction 
30 Hockey, 
star 
31 Schemes 
3~ Intelligence 
org. , 
~One given 
to ddLctile 
" ~ A ~ l n  o f  
mountains 
DOWN 11 DOcue 
1 French . 16 Moist 
nobleman 20 High, in 
Z Brazilian music 
tree i l  Asian 
3 tllghhm ~ country 
4 Deer's 
besdgonr 
Sunk fence 
0War god 
7 Compass 
• reading 
8 Mezican 
pesos  
9 SoroU-llke 
ornament 
10 Oriental 
null~ 
Avg. ~lutlon time: ZI rain. 
I 
2-2~ 
Answer to yesterday's Imizle. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
CATFISH 
) • 
I I  Site ot the 
~1 lviahl 
~ Kind of map.. 
=4 ~UslouS 
season 
~F, etid. 
Duct 
':~Monetery ' 
unit of lran 
Consumes, 
31 Copvra ,. 
~4 AuUmr , 
Levin 
=s~gno~t~ 
~,odlae ' 
39 Verdi opera 
40 Decorate 
41 Diminutive 
suffix 
American • 
humorist 
40 June bug 
Tibetan 
antelope 
~? Piece out 
, .= 3:4 .... 6 ' '1 '  
12 W 9 
NNN'"  I ..... ' I 
" : :  I:  ;W"l I I  
: !11" = I Ill l 
" t ! "  I I i i 1 :  
IO• 
m 
. . . . . . . .  137- 
I " '"1 I, ! • 145 46 
" I I1"  
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HYMCX QYCCYAM RQVCCYAYU UKM-  
H JQ,  UVMCX,  JCCKR 
Yesterday's Ct~ptequlp - -  LOVE AND DEVOTION ARE 
MAN'S MOST FAMILIAR FRIENDS. 
• • Teday,sCryptsqulPdUe: X qu~s Y . 
l~ttm, used stands for another.If yon m=~ u=~ ~.um .%; 
~slll--i~qual O tlu, ongi~t he po=le. Single letters, Drt  worn, 
and words using an ~ am give you.dues to.loa~ting 
vowels. Solution is'a¢~eompllsbed y trial anti error. 
/ / / 
. , . , . ,  
• :~//. ~ <ii 
• • • : : '  
~ • b, . ,  ~ 
/ii 
',i ii 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
• 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Petermqn 
SAGITTARIUS ~¢q~,~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21l . . . . .  
have difficulty concentra rig. • i ' l " :  :' ' l •/_• ~_1 i I '~, .  . . . . . . .  ,~- 
• with ' ' .0-..._. r r~ ~...~.. n t .~m ~.v~,v.~t.,.p~ . I However ,  an  evenmg n , - - 
loved ones at b0me hrings you ~ I I ) e ,wr. RATI  'I 
peace of mind. , ,  ~ J ~ " ~  ~ / " ~% " 
CAPRICORN 19 " ~ '  I "-" I 
In the midst of worry about I k~Y.~;~/  . I / / /  ,~Vf~l, kO)) I . ~( ~L4~¢~ 
money, you'll come up with a I~v , ,~ , ,~ ~tn'k~! I (' ' / / / /  ~ ' ~  " ~ " J (~£~"  ~-'~ 
mone~.aking idea The pm I 'e / / / / / / I L~ ~g,~.?,~ I ~ / / /  t / / "~ 
favors romantic visits. Good I ' I ' " I ' L  \ ~ g~u~:  I ( r j  [ / [  ,, . | [ l¢ ~ 
news, but don't overreact• • ! J ' " X ~ r6 n ' ' ~ " ~ ' '~  ~ ~ "~ 1E J ~ l 
(Jun. 20 to Feb. 1 8 ) ~   tliill [tt ji/J     IIIliiilllll/ll/ll#lll{Ifi,h , 
You may not get your own I l l l l ld l l l  IlI~IlIIIU4 i t  t H/flu', ~' " " • I I I I IH l~i l l l lN l l l lV¢ lug,,,,,, " - , " ' " i  - 
way, but friends are 
supportive and the p.m. brings 
financial opportunity. Watch " " 
extravagance though. • ' " 1 
PISCES " ) , (~  the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart• 
(Feb. 19 to Mar~ 20! 
Behind-the-scenes career 
moves pay off. Romance is in 
your heart, and the p.m. could 
lead to reciprocated affection. 
Enjoy a night out. 
L.~C~F"~I~N V~>~e~ I YOU U~ T~ | I { ¢~ ~ )1 i l 
i i ' ~ i:?;::i:~;:/?: : 
B.C. 
o~.  
• .~ ~ 
r 
) 
o 
~e 
I 
DOONESBURY 
L 
I 
~ SOAI~, 
1 I'l 1 
'AT L.4~! I MT#',¢r 
5 ~IN I I~  ALL. MAY 
~..~ff~. /iV? 
By Johnny Hart 
By Garry Trudeau 
zcAN~ 
LZ~Y, Z ~Ff 
qY /~Os air- 
h 
, .  : .~ '.~,,,~'~,' . .  
. . . . . .  . : . ,  ~ . '~ '  
; " ;~ ' ,~ '  ""i~"::?#~ : ! :  :* . '  ~ : "  ' ; " : : ' ~"'~. . . . . . .  ' " ' ! '  !,~': " ' - " , "  ' / . . . . .  ;' ' i ,  , i ,  : "  ":~ ' ~!  " " ' - ' "~/~'~ 
,~ ; . ! '~  . . .  , , , .. - " . , .  ~ ; : .  '~ . .  - .  ;. - . ;  . . . . . . . .  ~: . ~ , .~  . . . .  
" mmmm Ummmmmuimlmmmmmt imnn m m mm m mm m ,ui"m~O 
/i~i .......................... . : '~ I . . . , ' . / ' I I  ' - . ,  . . . . . . .  
[] ram. _ - 
' m • " : ~ " "- 
i - '  / 
-" Ammo.|  • ~ l~"d~ i : Rifles - . .  " .  i " ~  
i -  ! i "Kn,ves.. soopes'... 
? =,Hand Gun,, ]unsmithtng : 
~o%~ . . . . .  ~ : Used Furniture, Appliances etc. : .~  
~:~i";~i!/:;: : I Evening pckup call Bill- 635- .5937 : |i: 
........ ~ ,~. , ,  : , , , , , , ,Home of the 61 ~¢, , , , , , , , , I  
I 
IOH HAKE AIOP DOG DULL... 
YOU COME 
gUT OH 
..... ........ lOP!  Cl int  H i l l l a rd  answers a call wh i le  Sarah Curt is  looks up the new UBC Hort l ine,  an In format ion  serv ice for gardeners 
answer to the caller's question.'The two UBC Agricultural aroundthe province. For information on the hortline call 228- 
Sciences students are working answering questions on .the 58~ in' Vancouver. 
~ SPECIAL OF TH[WEEK :~  I 
B191C:111" r ~ 1976 FORD F250 PICKUP ~ v,_,,,.,,~,. 0,,, $2895 
mniu I 1970 FORD F250 PICKUP ~395 r v,.u,o_..r.,o 
~ Low mileago, oxcollent cond. ~ ~  
~ UE'VE GOT TIE DBILS! 1977 FOell F150 PICKUP ~195 
EACH INCLUDING ~ are, air ¢o~. 
eALANCIN6 AND 
INSTALLATION 
' ,R,O...,,o.,, 1976 HONDA CIVIC $~ 
The KM 400 is constructed for fuel economy 4 speed, radio 
and engineered for outstanding performance 
and riding comfort. Covered by a 65,000 km 
tread wear warranty and our N.A.C. Plan. ~~o~~ ~ oo-~.~ o~o~o 1977 CHEV BLAZER $7598 
 n,ou •'"'"-- I ]77  1, ,,,, 6R78-16 HR78-14 i 
buy a K mart Va, Auto, Air CoRd., Stereo 
tire you get FR'/8-15 HR78.15 LR78-16 more than a K m.rt ~l.~i~ | K mart ~nte ~cof~ K mart Sets Prlco 
qual i tyt i re-~62[  168 z,,,,, s,,,,0,w,,0, s== you get a corn- j 
plete and con- ~ e~,ch 
tinuing service • ch each 4 Door, six cylinder auto Ira ns. 
tith our famous .... ~ , ~ ~ ~ . ~ ,  ~, .~,~.~.~,~,~,~,~ I 
~jo~,C  PLAN ' ' 1980 MOHARCH 4 DOOR /.~ . .o .oo,.o.. o...o~ .o~: .,ns,a,,a,,oo • Oa,~no,no • 'a'vo $8195 
,' • Freight • Road Hazard Insurance • Single Tire Purchase • Puncture 
IN AODITION repair Low mllnge, V$, radio, PS & PB. 
Every 6.000 km,  for the hfe of your K marl bres we wdl perform without Ch i rp .  these maintenance services I P~'operly relate 
tiles 2 Thorough y flspec t es 3 Check air pressure. 4 Check valve stems S Check wheel balance O Rebalance if 
necessary. ? Check front ahgnmenl O SeAsonal removal and mslallahon of K mart tires 
~o.w_ , . _c~ _~_o , .~  m_,,~o_ooc, w,,. ~,~,.~o,~ ,o .  K..o.o.o,,~ eu0nc0  $10  995  _ o~.,_.w,,..~,c~.~ • 1979 FORD 
! ........... ':~~'<~'>~i~i:!:]~]~. .................... ,  ~; , , .~:: " / *~  ! ~ i d ~ i i ~ / l / i ~ / ~ i l i l ~  ~ ~ ~  ~ Loaded with extras., air cond.', stereo, etc'., V0 auto.' 
o,., , T0tem F0rd 
LIGHT SHU'I '-OFF LOBE,  
: Easy ,o install unit protects your battery F I L T E R  Terrace qrom unnecessary drain by automatically ' ' 
shirt ng off all driving lamps. Adjustable de- ~ 
lay from approx. 30 seconds to 3 minutes. Includes up to five litres of K mart 
K mart  Regular List Price ~.97  brand 10W/30 motor oil, K mart oil 
filter and chassis lubrication. For Sales Ltd 
l 1 ( j=1 °°'t"r" 91r l  ~ ~ _Sp4¢lal K mart , Spoclaul 
Price I Price 
8TORE HOURS: Wed.-Thurs..Fri. 
skeena  , . , , .  ,:,o.o ,,o,o ~ • ~ i  f):30 a.m,- 6:00 p.m. -~t.- 9:00 a.m.- O;O0 p.m., Dnllr N0. 554iia 
! ? 
1 J. _ ! , " 
/ • . • 
/ 
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i The LADIES SLIM ALANON & SKEENA 
THREE LINE CLUB ALATEEN MEETINGS HEALTH DISTRICT ONCE MORE WE OPEN the Terrace Women's and sapphire dinner ring. sell Welkins products. Set 
RIVERS 
WORKSHOP , 
Is open to the public. We 
• have macrame, quilts and 
.various wood products. 
Hours: 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Monday to Friday. 
We are always look for 
wood or material donations. 
INCHESAWAY CLUB 
meets every Tuesday night 
at 8 in the Skeena Health 
Unit. For information phone 
635-3747 or 635-4565. 
WEIGHT 
WATCHERS 
Meeting held every Tuesday, 
at 7 pm in the Knox United 
Church Hall, 4907 Lazelle 
Ave. 
The Play Centre 
4S42 Park Ave. 
638-8211. 
Chlldmlndlng Service 
Supervised Programs for 
children ages 18 months to 5 
years. 
meets Monday evening - -  
6:30 p.m. - -  United. Church 
basement, Kltlmat. 
TERRACE 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS • 
635-9052 
638-1514 
Mondays ' at Ml l is  
N~emorlal Hospital at 8 pm. 
Lois 635-7853 
or Ann 635.2776 
Kitimat A.A. Construction 
Droop in Kltlmat: telephone 
635-4646 632-3713 
Meetings - Monday - Knox " MEETINGS 
United Church - 8:30 p.m. 
Thursday: Mills Memorial 
Hospital - 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday • Open meeting - 
Mills Memorial Hospital - 
8:30 p.m. 
FOR INFORMATION 
on the 
BAHAI FAITH 
Phone 
635-4865, 635.2632 or 635-9905 
anytime. 
- Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638.8388 " 
Monday- Step Meetings 8:30 
pm Lutheran Church. 
wednesdays • Closed 
Meetings 8:30 pm United 
Church. 
Fridays .Open Meetings 8:30 
pm Skeena Health Unit, 
KItlmat General Hospital. 
N-Anon .N~etlngs - Tuesday 
• 0 pm United Church. 
BIRTHR iGHT 
Pregnant? in 'need of sup- 
port? call Birthright 635.3907 
• 3.4621 Lakelse. Free con. 
fldential pregnancy tests 
available. 
638.1227 635.3164 
Community Services INDEX 
Coming Events 
Notices 2 Furniture& Appliances 30 
Births 3 GarageSale • 31 
Engagements 4 Motorcycles . 32 
Marriages 5 For SaleMiscellaneous 33 
Obituaries 6 For RentMIscellaneous 34 
Card of Thanks 8 Swap & Trade 35 
In Memorlum 9 For Hire 36 
Auctions 10 Pets 37 
Personal 13 Wanted MiscellaneOus 38 
Business Personal 14 Marine 39 
Found IS Machinery for Sale 41 
LOSt' 16 Rooms for Rent , 4,1 
Help Wanted 19 Room & Board 44 
Sltuatlons Wanted 24 Homos for Rent 47 
Property for Rent 25 Suitesfor Rent 48 
TV& Stereo 28 Homes for Sale 49 
M~lCal Instruments 29 Homes Wanted 50 
Wanted to Rent 52 
Businesa Property 
Property for Sale 
6usin esa Oppor tunlty 56 
Automobiles 57 
Trucks 58 
Mobile Homes 59 
Tenders 60 
PropertyWanted 61 
Aircrafts 63 
Loans M. 
Financial 65 
Recreational Vehicles 66 
Services 67 
Legal 611 
Professionals 69 
Uveslock 70 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 per insertion. Over 20 
words S cents per word. 3 or more con- 
secutlve insertions $1.50 par insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
. First insertion charged for whether un or 
not, Absolutely nO refunds after ad has been 
set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before second insertion. 
Allowance can bemadefor onlyone incorrect 
ed. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
$1.00 pick up• 
$1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request• 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE: 
28 cents per agate line. Minimum charge 
16.00 per insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and TRANSIENT 
ADVERTISING: 
$4.06 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
M.00 per line par month. On a four month 
Imsis only• 
COMING EVENTS: 
Rat Rate S2•00, 2S words or less, maximum, 
five days. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
Noon two days ~lor to publication day• 
CLASSIFIED: 
11:00 8.m. on day previous to day of 
publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH ORDER 
other than BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Servlcacherge af S5.eq on all N.S•F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provided news submitted within 
one month. ~.00 prOduction charge for 
wedding and-or engagement pictures. News 
of weddings (write•ups) received One month 
or more after event S10.00 charge, with or 
without, picture. Subject to condensation. 
Payable in advance. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C• 
V0G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Phone 625.63S7 
CLASSIFIED AC~:OUNCEMENTS: 
Notices 5.S0 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Engagements S.SO 
Mar riages 5.50 
Obituaries 5.$0 
Obituaries S.S0 
Card of Thanks 5.S0 
5.S0 in Memorium ~ 
PHONE 635.6357 -- Classified Advertising 
Department. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
EffKSVO October I, 1978 
~n~e Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth. 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mail 3mth. 15.00 
By/~il 6mth. 25.00 
By Mail • 1yr. 45.00 
Senior Citizen I yr. 20.00 
Bri~ieh Commonwealth and United States of 
America one year SS.00. 
The Herald reserves the right to classify ads 
under apprOpriate headings and to set rates 
therefore and 10 determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the right to revise, edit, 
classify or relect any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed to the Herald 
Box Reply Service and to repay the custumer 
the sum paid for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked 
up within 10 days of expiry of en ad- 
vertisement will be dear'Dyed unless 
mailing instructions are received. Those 
answering Box Numbers are requested not to 
send origin ats of documents to avoid loss. All 
claims of errors in advertisements must be 
received by the publisher within 30 days after 
the first publication. 
it is agreed by ~e advertiser requestihg 
space that the liability of the Herald in the 
event of failure to publish an advertisement 
or in the event of an error appearing in the 
advertisement aspublished shall be limited 
10 the amount paid by the advertiser for only 
one incorrect insertion for the portion of the 
advertising space occapied by the incorrect 
n~ omitted item only, and that there shall be 
liability to any event greater than the 
amount paid for such advertising. 
Advertisements mu..t t'nmlflV with thp 
British Columbia Humd. NKjhts ALl wh. h 
prohibits any advertising that discriminstes 
against any person because of his race, 
religion, sex, color, nationality, ancestry or 
place of origin, or because his age is between 
44 and 65 vesrs, unless the condition is 
lustified by a bona tide requirement for the 
work involved. 
TERRRCE - _ e [ ]  
KITImRT ( 
h 
Classified Mail-in Form 
Your  Ad 
Name Address . ,  " 1 ~el~Oeeeoe~e ~e ~ee~ eee  e~ e~ee ~ eee '  • • e ~ t  e t  ~ ee  ~ e e l ~ e e * * s ~ e ~ •  
Town Phone • . • ace ,cot te r  eeeeeooG~ee,eeeeoe  oeoeGoeeoteeeeo•otoeo°  oooeoooo~ ee  • 
Class i f i ca t ion  No. of days  . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~en~ acl a long  wHh 
20 words  o r  less: $2 per day  cheque or money  order  to: 
$4.50 for  th ree  consecut ive days  DAILY  HERALD 
$6 for  four  consecut ive  days  3212 Ka lum St. 
Terrace,  B.C. 
$7.50 for  f i ve  consecut ive days  V8G 2M9 
i 
33.3412Kalum St. OUR DOORS TO THE ReseurcoCentre has been Phone 635.2200 ask for•, your own hours. Pick your 
Terrace, B.C. SENIORS OF THE postponed until June lath. Betty. ~ own area. Pensioners 
" 638.0311 COMMUNITY (l~-BJu) (pS-BJu) welcome. Wholesalers also 
Child Health Conferences-  needed urgently In 
weekly at Kalum St. every We offer TERRACE ELEMENTARY " Terrace, Klt lmst and 
Tuesday - 1:30 - 3:50 p.m. COFFEE sohoo~s are  holding the i r  Prince Rupert to supply 
Phone torappolntment. Held CONVERSATION bmual track and f ield other dealers, No car 
at Thornhlll Elementary, 4th . & meet on June 7 at Skeene: required. Retired dealers 
Tuesday every month from CRAFTS sac,salary's field. Starting welcome back. Dally cash • pay. Phone (1121 675.2932 
1:30 • 3:30 p.m. Phone for In a friendly tlmefor the athletes ls 8:45, PARTS PERSON h;alnea or. write Box 1130 salmon 
appe ntmant. Babysltters' Drop.In Centre am. 
who bring ch l ldrenmust  'atmosphere • (p5.6M) wanhd for heavy dub Arm. • truck shop. Apply In (cl.0-9J.u) 
have parents' written con. . person to Marwyn TrucD 
sent for immunization. We supply The CanBdla'n Coast GUarD saies,5(~0Hwy.16Westo~ PRE.SCHOOL Supervisor 
Adult Immunization Clinics ~ MATERIALS every Monday and iNSTRUCTION Base at Prince Rupert phone 635-7211. required for the Pre- 
cordially Invites the Public (cB"BJu)i SchouI Education 
Wednesday- 3 ' 4:10 p.m. By & appointment only. TRANSPORTATION to participate In COAST ~ I=Yogram at the Terrace GUARD DAY, Sunday, June NEI~DEO: Person with rock~, 
Prenatal Classes - -  held ~ls well as an area for 8, 1900, featuring an rake  attachment for ,Child Development Centre. Applicant must be 
througho'ut year for ex. relaxation. For more. in. exhibition of Coast Guard fracfor todd a large back • qualified pre.school 
pectant parents. Phone for formation about these and Vessels, helicopters and yard. Needed as soon as teacher. Experience with 
• details and registration, other activit ies, please equipment used to promote possible. Please coil 635. 
Prenatal Breathing & phone 635.2265 and ask torl safe navigatlo n. ODORS open 635? before $ p.m. or 638"~ Asset.SpecielwriteNeedSorChildrenphone Ms.an 
Relaxation Exercises - -  SkeenoCentre. Seeyou there at 1230 hours~ 1753. 
every Monday 1-- 2. p.m. anytime between 8 am and, PROGRAM (stfn-29.05.80Y. TerraceJ°yce Krause,Child Develop-Director' 
h s Home Nursing Care - -  3:30 pm Monday throug ; 1300 hours Life Raft mentCentre, 2510 Eby St., 
Nursing Care in'the home for Friday. deployment 
these w~o need it, onreferral • TERRACE 1320 hours Buoy laying TheNat lve courtworker Terraco. 635.93ea, 
from family doctor. Terrace WOMEI~'S operation " end Counselling AesoclMlen (cl.3Ju.) 
area only. CENTRE 1330 hours Flares and line of British Columbia Is ac- 
Baby's First Year* - -  every - -  A Support Service throwing demonsfratlon coptlng applications for: FUND RAISING program 
Thursday 10 a.m. - 12 noon• ForWomen-- 11340 hours Fire monitor COURTWORKER for local charities, chur- 
Drop-in classes on Infant 4111Lazel e Avenue ;demonstration "'In the Terrace area. First ches, non.protitgroups 
• growth and development, BehlndTillicumTheatre 1400 hours C100 Stung rides hand knowledge of local and sport associations Is Indian Language and culture available. Interested 
nutrition, play, safety," care ' 635.5145 1400 hours Hellco~er rides • ON DISPLAY would be an asset. Also groups should contact Mr. 
during Illness etc. Phone for Drop in: 9 am- 5 pm-Monda~ Buoy tender "Alex,)nder helpful would be knowledge McCarthy or Mrs. Stewart 
details, thru Thursday. of court system and ability to at 635.6357 days.. 
Preschool Screening Clinics 9 am'- 4 pm Friday• We oftenMacKenzlo': (nc.ffnl 
held Once monthly, a comfortable relaxed at -~earcn ann Rescue cut~r! speak In  court. Further - -  training will be available.•. ~1 
Developmental, vision, mosphere tOmeet and share "Ready" . Please apply to: Super, J 
hearing screening den,. ideas.Childrenerewelcome. Kaa.io ana electronic visor No. 8.4554 Lazelle ,~Dbyoupossess lne  I 
Phone for appointment. Evening Programs equipmenT Avenue Ten'ace, B.C. I ability to become a:., 
V.D. Clinic - -  Counselling . beglnata Buoys ~,__e 
and treatment avallable, flexible 1:30 pm Beacon llghts and work Competltlon cl°slng date: J S S 
shops June 6, 1980 u c c e  S TU I 
Phone for appointment. • Mondays . . ' (aB.5Ju) 
Sanitation,-- Public Health" . suppor tgr~oPt f~: :~ne~;~ors  and horns I E x e c u t i v e ?  
Inspectors can assist with concernea a ~ .~ . Poflutlon Cleanup equipment THEN 
sanitation problems such as process. Sikorsky helicopter We want YOUR talentd 
food poisonings and com. Wednesday Nights 
plaints, sewage disposal, 1st- open coffee house. 2nd - . (p4.BJu) r We NEED your talents! 
private water supplies and" single parents night. COUHSELLOR2 Let's growTOGETHER 
nuisances. Thursday Nights ' "r= DnAr~ AnT PRINCE RUPERT' B.C. WE ASK THE ! 
Speechaod Hearing Clinic-- 1st and 3rd • women s night " 'A~af lons  last Picture To offor Outpetlent sar- FOLLOWING OF YOU: 
Audiology assessments ore out. 2nd - general meetings. Loan.of the season will be vice to al.cohol and drug 1. Compatibility with 
done on referral by temlly 4th. men and women's night held In the Library Arts dependent persons. Must be . people 
physician or community Room Wednesday 4th of able to work with minimum 2. Willingness to relocat6 
health nurse. Hearing aid WOMEN , :. assessments are done on ADDICTS • June from, 7:00-9:00 p.m. supervision. Duties include 3. '.Minimum Grade 12 
• Pictures may be returned client counselling; • education .... 
referral by family physician.' • .  A self.suppoHgrouP ' * ,  Assessment and therapy Meetings: 1:30 p.m. every durlng the day from 10:00 assessment, referral, case ;4. Front l ine 
conducted for speech, Tuesday at the Women't am to 6:00 pro. Everyone conference partlclpatlon, determination 
documentation and much ! WE OFFER: 
language, voice and stut- Centre• 4711 Lazelle. For welcome. (p3.4Ju]l community contact. Ex- Pridein your 
tering problems.-preschool more intormatlon call 635 perlence "working' with Ii 1" • accomphshments 
through adult. Preschool 5025 - Denise, 635.4393 Native Indians an asset. I~ Good positions 
screening conducted In Paullne Minimum Qualifications: i Goodbenefils 
1 4, Good remuneration coni unction with Nurse's BSW; or RSW; or University 
monthly screening clinic. MEALS ON WHEELS degree In Social Sciences But most important of all 
plu~, two years related ex. Long Term Care - -  avai lable to elderly, Assessment andplanning for perlen~:e; or Secondary 8, chance for a secure 
those eligible for Long Term handicapped, chronically - and successful future. ill or convalescents-- hot HARLEY'S School • graduation or 
Care• fullcourse meals delivered PAINTING& equivalent plus eight years Excellent opportunity for 
Community Vocational Monday, Wednesday, DECORATING relat~experlence, recEnt graduates. 
Sab~y: Sl,S2s.oo Rehabilitation Services - -  Thursday. Cost: Minimal. Drywall-Stucco-Tile mart - -  
.Assessment and guidance Phone Homemaker Ser -  Linoleum&Carpet • Send Resumes to:• The 
Free estimates Chairman, Alcohol end Drug CANADA,  LIMITED 
for vocational and social vices. Phone 630-1095 Committee, 3412 Kalum 
rehabil i tat ion done by . 6.15.5135 (am 1-05 801 ' Street, Room 80, Terrace, Call: 
consultant. . -  - • - - • -~  B.C., VaG 2N6. Mr. Coulter 
OVEREATERS 'C: EDAR SHAKES Closing Date: June !1, / K mart 
ANONYMOUS FOR SALE 1980. Skeena Mall 
meets Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. Lasting performance, (aa.26,28,30M,2,4,6,9,13Ju) (atfn.S.05-801' 
in St.Maflhew'sAngllcan CAR WASH at the Gulf Self- comfort and beauty for your 
Church basement. Serve on Lakelse Ave on home. Competitive prices 
Phone Friday June 6, from ~lpm. and advantages compared to LICENSED AUTOMOTIVE 
635.4427 8pro, and Saturday June7, other roofing materials. Mechanic required. 40 
after6:30p.m, from 11.4:30 pm Pro~eds Other uses: Exterior and hours week. Competitive 
TERRACE HOMEMAKER to Skeena School Spring Interior decorating. Ask us . rates. Full company 
SERVICES provide .Prom. $2 for a wash and about It. benefits. Apply In person 
assistance with household waxl HEXAGON to: Mr. T. Coulter, K mart QUALIFIED CARPENTER, 
(pS-BJu) Forest Products Ltd. Canada Ltd., Skeena Mall. . tradesmen. Fully 
management an6 dally 635.3231 (atfn-7-05-80) equipped with air tools. 
riving activities to aged, 'KSAN HOUSE Society (ctfn.7.05;80) ' Available for renovations, 
handicapped, con. general meeting Wed- custom cabinets, erb~'lte, 
vaiesconts, chrenlcally III, nesday, June4, 1980at 7:3G formica Installations. Will 
etc. p.m. Senior Citizens' POSITIONVAC ANT• 
4/11 Lazello Ave. Room, Arena Complex, FILTER QUEEN Position: Clerk 3 (Payroll) consider all other types of 
• Terrace, B.C. Sales & Service Monthly Salary Range:. finishing work. Phone 635. 
DEBT COUNSELLOR andl (pS.28,29,30M2,3Ju) Phone $1139. $1247. 5700. 
635-7096 Closing Date: 4:30 p.m. (c10.13Ju) 
CONSUMER COM. THE PROVINCIAL Music (am.15.0S.80) June 3, 1980. 410 JOHN DEERE for hire 
PLAINTS OFFICER. Festival from June 5.7. Duties: Employees in this or contract for land. 
Funded by B.C. Dept. ofl Tickets available at Sight position are under super, soaping.. Backhoe and 
Consumer Services. & Sound. The Skeena Mall vision and are required to ~mpfruck. Also black top 
Terrace Community on May 31. R.E.M. Lee J.HoyleB.Comm. maintain a complex payrol soil for sale. Phone 635. 
sarvlces Building, 4111 Theatre from June S-7. Out J.HoyleB.Comm. . system for approximately : 4181. 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, of Towners phone Marilyn Business Consultants 130 employees. To compile (c.tfn.2.6-80) 
B.C. VeG 1T3. Free Davies at 6354~. specielizing/n bookkeeping, all  payroll.personnel In. 
government sponsored aid (pl0.7Ju) recruiting, marketing ' and formation for statistical Mrs. B. MacNeih former 
to anyone having debt personal taxation. Phone reperts and In preparation of 
problems through over- NEWCOMER GoLF Night 635.7855 computer payroll. Maintain Klt imat piano teacher 
extended credit. June 3rd. Lessons at 5 8,' evenings& Saturdays and update a complex set of wil l  be taking ap- 
Budgettlng advice Golf et6.Evenlnglncludes (am-1.05.00) payrdl.personnel manuals, pllcatlons for Sept. 
available. Consumer Golf Lessons, Golf, Dinner, . Follow up dlscrepahcies and lessons. Study Is through 
complaints handled• Area. & Entertainment. Prizes VOICE PAGING make necessary ad. Royal Conservatory of 
covered - 70 mile radius galore. Everyorm Complete coverage in iustments; attend to Toronto & lessons ~ In 
from Terrace lncludlng ' welcome. Terrace and Kltlmat. Call Inquiries that require a theorywlllbeavallab11~ln 
KItlmat. Counsellor v!sits (l~-3Ju) collect for an appolritment knowledge of specific group classes as well as 
Kl t lmat Community with our representative, regulations, statutes and private tuition A pre 
Services, 120 Nechako PERCOM collective agreements, school music group will 
Centre, on a regular basis. TERRACE FITNESS SYSTEMS LIMITED operate standard office also be held. - -  limit 8 
Terrace office open dally Fonfeet spectator show of 624-4960 equipment; perform related children Phone 635.6963. 
2:30 to 5 p.m.P.M.- phone ' national stars on (am-30A) dutlos as required. (p3-3,10,17Ju) 
638-1256 for appointment. Skateboards, Tramp.line, rollerskotes, Frlsbee,* THORNHILL Qualifications: Secondary 
AJ~A. • phone 635.5135. . Fashion Show. Saturday EXCAVATING Schoul graduation, ~ - 
'June 21 7:30 p.m. et the Basements, minimum three (3) years 
MILLS MEMORIAL Arena. $2 and $1 tickets. Water&sewer lines payroll and practical office 
THRIFT SHOP (p19.20Ju) Septlctanks experience. Ability to learn 
assigned tasks; good Electrolux 
Mil ls Memorial Hospital 635-$347 ludgament; ability to con- 
Auxiliary would appreciate (a.BA) VACUUM verm with other ministry CLEANER 
any donatlom of good, clean TERRACE FITNESS Call personnel and fellow forsale 
clothing, any household Fuel.st Sunday June 22. 
items, toys eh.. for their; Pancake breakfast. CEDAR DESIGN workers. Excellent working order 
Thrift  Shop. For pickup Par,de10 a.m. Cholisnge CONSTRUCTION& Appllcatiens may be with brand new hose; 
RENOVATIONS pickld up frum the General 
servlcephone635.5320 or 635. events Buggy race, roller Bags and filter Included. 
5233or leave donatlons at the skatlngondswlmmlng, for all your carl~ntry needs. Office or a resume for. 
TI;rift Shop on Lazelle Display booths. Food Reesonablerates. NoJobtco warded to Skeenavlew Phone 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. Challonge cup bike road small. Phone Lodge, 4011 Sparks Street, 63S.11S3 
63S.46s6. Terrace, B.C. (st fn.9-0&80) 
wean I1 am and 3 pm. Thank race. you. ( p19-20J u ) ( am.1.05.801 (a4.3J u ) 
58: .... TRUCKS 
• STOVE In good worklng 
order. $80.00. Phone 635- 
6963. : 
(p5.9Ju) 
PHI LCO HARVEST gold 
• . "frklge & stove sot. Goo~ 
condlflen. $350. set. Also 
• i ~ .... - . Kimball upright piano 
Excellent condition. 
'" . . . . . . .  $2000.00 OBO Lessons 
available, Phone 635-6963. 
• ' (ps-9Ju) 
FRIDGE & STOVE for sale. 
3 yrs. old. Harvest Gold. 
$500- FIrm. Phone 630-8449. 
'(pB-BM) 
ROR SALE - -  Solid Brass 
• lamp Stand. Boudler 
(Viotorlan) chair. Did 
trailer hitch. Antique sofa. 
Red bureau dresser, 2 side 
tables. Oak dining room 
suite. 2 storm doors. Some 
household'items. Some 
Items mad repair.Call 638. 
1306. 
(c3-3Ju) 
GIANT GARAGE sate Sat. 
Juno 7 at 10 AJ~A. Sports, 
Garden& household Items. 
All Items at bargain 
prices. 4815 McCennel1635. 
9340. 
(p4-BJu) 
Harley Davidson Motor 
cycles. Northern BC 
doaler. 
North Country Sports and 
Equipment. PO Box 100. 
New Hazeffon BC Phone 
642.6269. 
(cftn-2-6-80) 
1977 • 750 CC Honda c.w 
fairing, tapadeck. Must be 
seen to be appreciated. 
Phone 638.1676. (p10~11Ju) 
1978 RM 125 Suzukl. Ex- 
eeliont runnlng condition. 
, Phone 635.9537 after 6 pm. 
(sffn.29.-05-80) 
1979 RM250 Suzuki Excellent 
• condition Must sell. 
$1,450.00 Ph. 635.2469. 
(p3-3M) 
20 FT. GRUMAN Aluminum 
canoe. Fits up to 10 H.P. 
motor. Auxil iary gas tank 
for Ford truck - I;50- Phone 
635-6941. 
(p3-3Ju) 
22 CU. FT. Freezer, snow 
blower, 12 ft. boat • 
fiberglass over wood and 
Complain encyclepedla 
wlth year books. Phone 
635.2662 after 6 p.m. 
(ps.SJu) 
• 
WESTINGHOUSE- heavy 
duty washer and dryer. 
$~g.00for set. Also Datsun 
1600 motor and 4 'speed 
transmission. Phone 635- 
3642 or 635.3359. 
(p3.~Ju) 
22 SEMI.AUTOMATIC. 4 
power scope.S160..410 shot 
gun deluxe. Vent rib $75; 
Child's 14" bicycle. With 
training wheels. Good 
condition. $25. PhOne 63S- 
53M after 6 p.m. 
(p3.~u) 
FOUR MAN TENT. Pool 
table with marble slate. 
4'~'.  Chesterfield & Chair. 
Excellent Conditlott Single 
bed. Phone 635.7510. 
(I~.6M) 
FEED GRAIN for sale. 
Basis loaded in bulk. 
F.O.B. Prince Rupert. 
Grain scr.eenlng pellets. 
S/5. per metrlc ton by the 
carload. Mixed feed oats 
565 per ton - 10 ton rain. 
No. I - teed S.S.G.S. 
(Broken Wheat) $95. per 
ton - 10 ton minimum, 
Phone Rod Aldordlce at 
~4.6110 or 624-3013. Arc- 
tic Groin P.R. 
(c15-13M) 
HALL RE NTALS 
EIks Hall- Tetrault St. 
For further Infermatlon call 
635-5121 
(at fn.Tu19-02-80) 
MOVING & must give away 
IV~ yr old spade 
malamute bitch. Good W- 
/ children. Needs lots of 
excerclse & play Phone 
635~5 between 8:30-4:30 
635-4838 after 4:30. 
(cS-3Ju) 
- . I * . 
. . . • . 
AMERICAN Eskimo, pup- 
pies. (SplrL Toy Samoyds. 
with or without papers. 
Ready to go. To view call 
635.2993 or 635-5693; 
(pS-SJu) 
I DiD YOU KNOW, 
I QUEENSWAY 
I r TRADING 
/ 3215 Kalum 638-1613 
Is not on ly Terrace's most 
unlque second hand store' 
- -  but also have a good 
selection of glftware for 
every occasion. 
.Brassware .Wicker - Oak 
frame bar ml r ro rs -  
Antlque reproductlom - 
Packsacks - Guns - 
Ammunlt lon ~ Flshlng 
rods and reels - .  
Bucknlves- Rukoscopss- 
Hand guns -Rlfles. 
GOOD USED 
FURNITURE 
and APPL IANCES 
GUNSMITHING 
REELS REPAIRED 
~ui at the lowest prices In 
town..We Invite you to 
come and browse. 
WE - -  BUY - -  
- -  SELL - -  TRADE - -  
(a ffn.T u,W, F-21-05-80) 
WANTED: Electric air 
compressor, used fridge In 
running condition. Also 
looking for 5-15 acre parcel 
of land outside ~ of to~vn. 
Phone 635.6941. 
(pS~Ju) 
WANTED 
by local manufacturing 
mi l l -  large dimension 
logs. (18" and up). Of all 
species. 
Phone 
635-3231 
Hexagon 
Forest 
Products 
(ctfn.5-05.80) 
WANTED: Wood •burning 
kitchen stove. Call 635 7719 
after 6 p.m. (cs.4Ju) 
l CASH 
For old batteries from 
lcarS~ .~'U¢. ks ,  and,:cats, 
Will plck-up, Phone 635. 
4735. 
( pm-20J u) 
21' BAYLINER hardtop, 165 
merc, low hours, new 
canvas, fishing motor, 
sounder. VHF, galley, 
stand up head, sleeps 5, top 
condition. $10,700. Van- 
couver 298-7551. 
(cS.9Ju') 
18V:' DOUBLE eagle. New 
motor. Trim tabs. Cooking 
facilities. New canvas. 
Depth. soun .der. Phone 635- 
9053. 
(cffn.2-6-50) 
BOAT SEATS, pull out into 
sleepers. Sutelllt~ Vinyl 
and Fabrics. Custom 
upholstery. RR3 John's 
RcacL Terrace. Phone 635- 
4548. 
(cffn-2-5-80) 
• 1971 SMOKERCRAFT river 
,beat. C.W folding top, 
LATE 1973 Ford tandem 
truck. LTgg00, 316 Jimmy. 
Truck in very .good con- 
dit.ion. Brand new Knight 
dump box. Phone 635.4282 
after 6:00 p.m. 
(cs-9Ju) 
1966' WHITE 335 Cummins. 
V~th 14 foot gravel bo~c. 
$14,500. 1.974 •Ford Limited 
4 door 6800 miles • $1,650. 
Phone 635-9576 or 635.6827. 
(ctfn-2-6-$O) 
ROOMS FOR RENT In 
mobile motel complex. 
• North Kalum Trai ler  
Court. Fridge In each 
room. Community kitchen. 
Laundry facil it ies. $50 
single, $37.50" double. 
Phone 635-9473, 635.2177. 
.(c4O-6Ju) 
3 DR HOUSE on Queensway 
Drive. Full price $35,000. 
For appelntment to vlew 
phone 635-9593. 
(p5.6Ju) 
DUPLEX for sale. One unit 
his three bedrooms, the 
other four~ plus a one 
bedroom suite In 
basement. Close to school 
and; hospital. Asking 
$95,000. Phone 635.2417. 
(pm.27Jui 
3 BR HOUSE with basement 
on ~/= "acre. lot In town. 
Phone 635-4591. 
(cg.13Ju) 
BY OWNER 2 BR • house 
Carpeted. Full basement 
• unfinished. Soucle. Ap. 
• mlntmento tor Sat viewing 
636-9194collect after 5 p.m. 
• (c3.4Ju) 
4 BR HOUSE for sale In  
town. Fireplace, carpet.& 
sundeck. Completely 
finished basement. Lend- 
scaped with garden area & 
greenhouse. Asking 
$66,500. Phone 635-3713. 
, (cffn-2-5-80) 
3 BR BASEMEN]" home in 
Thornhlll. $38,500. Phone 
635-4384. 
". (cffn-3-6-80) 
FOR SALE BY Builder on 
'Munro  Street.~ 3 '  bd;'m. 
' ' ~m-eon "large S'l)ac:iou's-(ot. 
Will consider trades. Full 
warranty program. (2 
left). Phone collect 562. 
4114 days or 563.3332. 
evenings and weekends. 
(ctfn-l-05-80) 
1200 ~.  FT. log house on 16 
acres. Old Lakelse Lk. Rd. 
Low taxes. $74,500. Will 
take Dd or 07 or966 as part 
payment. Phone 635.7950. 
(ps.SJu) 
NEARLY NEW 3 BR home. 
Carpoted- throughout full 
basement. Fireplace, 
ensutte. Carport. 
Assumable 10t/~ percent 
mortgage. Price $76,500. 
Close to .school. Phone 
after 6 p.m. 63S-6438. 
(c1~. 12Ju) 
3 BR HOUSE with finished 
basement. Located In 
Copperside Estates. Phone 
635.3350 after 6 p.m. 
(012.10Ju) 
2 BR HOUSE for sale. 'In 
town, basement. 4607 
Straume. Phone fo r  
details. 635-3645. 
(pS-3Ju) 
I 
YOUNG COU PLEwlth three 
children, would like to rent 
a "2 or 3 bedroom house, 
preferably furnished, by 
Ju lyh  phone 635-6756. 
(stfn-28-05-80) 
HOME-OR TRAILER 
~,edod for working couple 
witW!2 yr  old daughter & 
'wail'trained setter with 
dog house. Good stable 
work history & credit 
ratings. With references. 
Messages during office 
hours before 12:30 at 638. 
021g'.' 
(cs.3Ju) 
1800 SQ. FT. retail store 
location available for lease 
art Lazelle Avenue. Car- 
peted with finished In. 
terior.. Good corner 
location with ample 
lMo e swimming.  • 
a FamilyA  lr. 1973 JIMMY 4x4. In good ; p l t JUt ; l l l t ; l l t  U,)o ~ 
Phone 635.24~(c~n.2.6-80) or 63~63" ' do i lghemld  
1979 GMC.pickup. 630.1779. 6r  i 
(ps~u) :i~l) .~  ~ ! >~/R/./E/P, ET~/~//~]I® m all- Jri, o rd " 'form : : 1973 FORD GALAXI 500. 2 " ' 
door hardtop. V8 ' ~AKKOEK=~ .; 
automatic, Power steering ~ ~ ,  
and power, brakes. Air ~ T , e  NEEDED ;ii 
lfl the followlng areas-i condltlonlng. AM.FM 
stereo radio with TIIornhiH . ~:~: 
lapedeck. Needs some Kirsh, Maple, Kuispa!~ 
work but is in generally 5ande, Toynbee, Olcl 
good running condition. FOR SALE 23 foot travel Lakelse Lake:, Rd . ,  
Full prlce $650. Phone 798- ~rallor, sleeps six, self INVITATION Muller, Empire., 
F Fn~n n 
NewelL seam: " ". '  'r~ TOTENDER 
Bids will be accepted for 
the supply of  firewood to 
Furlong Be/, Lakelse Lake 
Provincial Park for the 1980 
season. 
Bids close June 13, 1980. 
The lowest or any bid will 
not necesserlly be accepted.. 
Interested pertles should 
obtaln the particulars by 
B r 
• The Herald£ Tuesday, June 3, 1980, page : !:;iii :*i; i ( ~ ' 
2258 after 6 P.M. cantalned, asking $4900. 
(cffn.2.&80) ~one 635-3289. 
(cS-BJu) 
1973 INTERNATIONAL 1 ton 
4x4 flat deck. 25,000mlles.- 1978 LEISURE (~raft tent 
OfforstoS3500.0014V~'K& trailer. Sleeps 6 to 8. 
C boat with 50 HP motor - $1500.00. or trade for small 
Trai ler and canvas top. car Phone 849.5305. 
Offers to S~500. Phone 635. 
2348. 1972 CHEV 1/2 ton Camper 
(p,l.3,6,10,13Ju) Van. 307 standard. Mags & 
Terrace ~• 
Tweedle, Munron, Rlve~; 
Dr., Skeena Valley,-~ 
Thomas, Phoasant,:4600 
DENIS, 4600 Scott. ~ 
• Kit imat i i~. 
Whittlesay, L Swannelle, 
Currle, Anderson, 
Baker, Carewell, Dune,i: 
Davy. 
If you are Interested In 
any of the tol lowlng 
routes please phone 
between 9 a m - 5 pm:  ,: 
• (nc.fln) 
' 2 :  . - : 
• , L :• • ' 
| "  " ' '  
perking. Contact C Mc-. 
Carthy at 635-6357 or phone 1918 FORD BRONCO 4x4 c.w 
Vancouver at 255.1939. 
(ctfn-2.6.e0) 
6500 SQUARE feat prime• 
retail space. Nechako 
Centre In Kltlmot. Apply 
Sequol Developments Ltd. 
650 Kuldo Blvd. Klflmet. 
632.2333. 
(ctfn.2~-60) 
5 radial all terrain tires. 
Tinted windows. AM.FM 
cessefle stereo Phone 635- 
3049. 
(ctfn.2-6-80) 
900 SQ. FT. on second floor. 
AW conditioned. Located 
at 4623 Lakelse Phone 635. 
2552. 
(cftn-2-6-80) 
I BUILDING lot. 85' x 185', 
with water on Lavena 
Street in Thornhlll•Open to 
offers. Ph• 638-1036. 
[p5.9Ju) 
16.13 ACRES one tulle north 
of town boundary. Phone 
638-1577 after 5:00. • 
.(l~-3,BJu) 
ESTABLISHED GROCERY 
business for sale. Al l  
fixtures, equipment and 
stock. Good lease on" 
building. For more In- 
formation write.Box 1249 
care of Dail~ Herald. 
........ ~ : (p5-~u) 
HOUSE BOATS. Be a 
d i s t r ibutor  for house 
boats used as campers, 
fishing boat or cabins. All 
In one. Write John's 
Marketing. 3105- 30th 
Avenue Vernon BC Phone 
542.5366. 
(c5-3Ju) 
TWO 1978 FORD pickups 
FI.~. 6 cylinder, 3 speed. 
Perfect running condition 
Low mlleage. Asking 
55,195, each. Apply at 2- 
Terrace Traller Court. or 
phone 635-6750. 
(cffn.2.6.80) 
1977 % TON Dodge.pickup. 
Exce~lont condition. Low 
mileage. 56,000 Flrm. 
Phone 635-7719 after 6 p.m. 
(cS-4Ju) 
1978 FORD Bronco 4x4 c.w S 
radial all terrain tires. 
Tinted .windows. AM.FM 
cassette stereo. Phone 635- 
3049. 
(ctfn-2e-05-60) 
1971 CHEV t/= ton pickup 
with canopy. V8, 
Automatic, tapedeck, AM, 
FM radio. Asking 51500.00. 
Phone 635.9779 after 5:00. 
(p7-6Ju) 
1974 C H EV ROLET ~/~ ton flat" 
deck. Heavy duty springs. 
Asking $2,100. 1973 Buick 4 
door H.T. 350cu. in. A~kl.ng 
$1,150. Phone 635-2670 or 
635-5177, 
- (stfn.23.04-801 
i97t DODGE vA.: Goad 
rendition. Phone 635.5088 
after 6 pm. 
1973 3 BDR Safeway Manor 
Mobile Home. Set up in 
Terrace trai ler Court.  
Phone 638.1246. 
(ctfn.2.6-80) 
CORNER GROCERY store 14x70 ATCO3 bedroom fully 
and 2 BR house. Equip. furnished mobile home. 
ment included. Located In $3(]0.00 per month. On the 
prime residential area. north side of the • river at 
Store does a ~od year Usk. Phone 6353816: 
round turn over. Write to (pS-gJu) 
box 1250, c.o Dally'Herald. 
(cffn-2-6-80) 19~0 DODGE Van 4 on floor 
4,000 miles on highway. 
197/ VW RABBIT. AM-FM 
stereo cassette. Winter & 
su tamer tires. Sunroof. 
Good condition. Asking 
$3,400. Ph 638.1008. 
(p3-5Ju) 
19/6 GRAN TORINO 2 door 
herd top. Good condition. 
351 $2700.12 foot aluminum 
Headers. Steve, Furnace & 
ice box. Sunroof & 
tapedeck Asking $3800. 
Phone 635.4809 or 635.6770. 
•. (c) 
31.6 FOOT travel trailer 1977 
Eclson Classic sleeps seven 
A.1 Also 12 foot fiberglass 
trihull with ores end three 
IifeJackete. 635-5713. / (ps-sJu) 
1979 F250 SUPER, CAB 
Camper Special. Ford 
canopy Included 1979 9Vg' 
Okanegan camper. Both 
units very clean. Would 
consider soiling separately 
or older vehicle as partial 
trade. Phone 635.7873 after 
6 pro. • (c10.SJu) 
31 FT. AIRSTREAM trailer. 
Fully equipped. View at 
5135 McConnell or call 
after 5:00 - 635-4380. 
(c10.11Ju) 
1976 TRIPLE E Motor 
Home.  GMC Chassis 
Phone 635-5124 after 6 p.m. 
(ps.,Uu) 
1978 LEISURE Craft tent 
trailer. Sleeps 6 to 8. 
$1500.00. Phone 849-5305. 
NOTICE OF 
' DIVORCEACTION 
TO: The Respondent, 
DIMITRIOS KONDILIS 
Asking 7700. Ph. 635-9056 
aft. 5 pm. 
(cS.3Ju) 
1970 FORD 250 pick up. 635. 
4394. 
• [pS-3Ju) 
12x~4 3 BR Mobile home. 
Excellent condition 
Furnished or unfurnished• 
Come & make an offer. 
Your wife, AKATERINI 
(stfn-5.21-80) .KONDILIS, has flied a 
Petition No. 5936-D037137 In 
the District Registry, 
Supreme Court of British 
Columbia, at Vancouver, 
British Columbia, asking for 
a divorce; for custody of the 
two infant children of the 
marriage, EVANGELIA 
KONDILIS and GEORGE 
KONDILIS, for maintenance 
for the children and for 
costs. Your whereabouts 
being unknown, the Court 
ordered service upon you by  
this advertisement. The 
gdounds alleged for Divorce 
are stated In the Petition. If 
you wish to defend or 
counterclaim, the steps you 
must take and the time 
within which you must take 
them are set out In the notice 
endorsed on the Petition. A 
copy of the Petition with 
notice will be mailed to you 
upon request edclressed to 
Tho~ District Registrar, 
Supreme Court, 900 Smiths 
Street, Vancouver~ British 
Columbl~ 
If you do not file an Answer 
contacting the Parks 
District Headquarters at 
Box 119, Terrace, VaG 4A2or 
by telephone at 698.22.77 
during office hours.lo3.4jUi" 
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• EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITY  
Position: Administrator, Klsplox Elementary School. 
The duties: Supervl.se school staff !ncludlng teachers. 
Administrates all education programs coming under 
the judedlction of the Klsplox Education Committee. 
Rnspensble for the. preparation of education budget, 
tlnenclel guide fines, monthly flnsnclal reports, or. 
daring of ell school supplies, and other related duties. 
windshield, out.board Jets, 
trailer and extras. $6500. 16'x30' CABIN. Fully wired. 
OBO. Phone 635.9242. 
(p7-6Ju) 
22' MONTEGO Deal) V 225 
• OMS inboard outboard, 
trim tabs, tandem axle, 
shorliner trailer. $10,500. 
D280Wss.,~7.4478 night 847. 
(p18-11Ju) 
22½' CABIN CRUISER. 200 
HP Volvo motor. 3 way 
frldge & stove wlth trailer. 
Asking prlce $9500. Phone 
638-8346. 
_(c10.4Ju') 
WANTED TO BUY, rent or 
lease. Herring skiff with 
ouit)earcls. Write to Mr. 
Nellson P.O. Box 2000, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4C5. 
(c20-10Ju) 
1979 - 740 JOHN DEERE 
skidder. For Information 
phone 842-6341• 
(cs.gJu) 
191)0 WHITE Logging Truck. 
Fully equipped. Ready to 
go. Call after 4 p.m~ 635. 
9759 or 638-8205. 
(c10.BJu) 
1979 FRINGE one way snow 
plow. Front mount. New 
condition Used only 170 
hours. For more In. 
formation Cal l  624.5724. 
(c5.3Ju) 
FAMILY of three requires 
.residence in Terrace or 
vicinity.  Quiet, reliable 
couple. Phone 635.9955 
after 3, ask for Mo. 
• (p3-4Ju) 
WANTED to rent 1 BR apt. 
Phone 635.9411. 
(p1.3M) 
boat and trai ler $600• 
Must be moved from lot Phone 635.7766. 
(cffn.2~-80) 
Immediately $2,000 O.B.O. 
Phone 635.3097. 
.(pB-4Ju) 1979 HONDA CIVIC• Low 
mileage, hear new con- 
dltlon. 1978 Chev ~'4 ton 
pickup. V8 auto. 2 gas 
hanks & canopy top. Can be 
viewed at .  Terrace 
Chrysler'slot. Contact Bob 
at scotlabank concerning 
bids. 635.2261. 
( ctfn-1-05-80)" 
1973 TOYOTA Corolla 1600. 
Automatic, 34,000 original 
miles, Excellent condition. 
S2500 OLD. Phone 635.3183 
attar 6:00 p.m. 
(pS~lJu) 
WANTED TO RENT by two 
responsible working men. 
Two or preferrebly three 
bedroom house, suite-or 
apartment. Phone 638.2744 
and leave message. 
(sffn.5-27-80) 
ANY ACCOMoDATION for 
single person. Reliable w. 
references for July 1st. 
Leave messages for Sandy 
RCMP office 635.4911, 
(c4.4Ju) 
Earn extra money 
Be d 
Harem 
paper carrler 
) 
t 
1975 MALIBU C lasslc station 
wagon Must sell. Make an 
offer. Call after 6. 635.2993. 
(pS.SJu) 
1970 FORD Maverick. 1968 
Dodge Dart.¢ Phone 635 
7410. 
(pS.SJu) 
1978 ~'4 TON pickup• V-8 
Auto• 2 gas tanks and 
canopy top. Can be viewed 
0t TerraCe Chrysler's lot. 
Contact Bob at Scotia 
Bank concerning bids. 635- 
2261. 
(ctfn-2-6-80) 
Phone 638-1049• 
(pl0-gJu) 
12x49 MOBILE HOME with 
10x32 addition. Set up In 
\ local trailer court. $15,000 
firm. Un.furnlshed. Phone 
635.5112 after 6 pm. 
(pl0.4Ju) 
1914 12x68 Mobile Home. 
Frldge & stove. Washer & 
Dryer. Joe/shack & large 
balcony. Phone 635.7387. 
• (pa-BJu) 
1972 12x52 Statemen mobile 
home.2 BR's Frldge, stove 
& dishwasher. 635-4394 635- 
3193. 
(pS-3Ju) 
19/3 COLEMAN tent trailer. 
Heater, stove & sink• 
Sleeps 6. Excellent con- 
dillon• Phone 635.4319. 
after 5. p.m. 
(p3.4Ju) 
FOR SALE - Tent Trailer. 
Sleeps 6. Icebox, storage, 
sink, propane stove, 12 volt 
fights. $600. Firm• Phone - 
635.5386 after 6. p.m. 
(p3-4Ju) 
;979 2e' STH wheel. Skylark 
T~-aller w-air conditioning 
winterized & new condition 
Call Prince Rq). 624 5724 
evenings anly 
(cS-3Ju) 
In the said District Registry 
and take other steps set out 
In the Notice endorsed on the 
PetHIon within twenty.one 
(21) doys of the date of 
publicatlen of this ad -• 
verHument, then you will 
not be entitled to further 
notice and thereafter the 
Petitioner .may proceed and 
the relief clatmed may be 
given in your absence. 
" J .P .  ABE L" 
DISTRICT REGISTRAR 
(a2-27M.,3Ju) 
Qualifications: Office Management, Personnel skllli, 
familiar ity with community, communication abilities. 
Must have own vehicle with valid driver's Ilconca. 
(Knowledge of G!tsksn language would be an e .s~et). 
Salary: Nngof labia. 
Competition closMg date: June 20th, 1950. , 
Expected start date: August 5th, 1980. 
Forward resume to: Klsplox Educatton Committee, 
care of Boo( 335, Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1Y0. 
Page 12, The Herald: Tuesday, June 3, 1980 
R/ cQLJE' S/X'LL SOUA 
CLUB 
to be established in Terrace 
Any person interested in 
forming a non-profit society 
racquetball~squash club 
should call - ~ . . .~  
638-8195 , '  
, 
and2:sHOU/tSh: rdqYue, 
• dub and leave your 
name & phone number 
I 
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, .,th Don Schaffer 
I . 
won't wreck records Rain 
it. In Chicago, the White Sox Rangers-White Sox contest In otherAL games Men- minutes as the first five Yankeei5 Ro}als 3 
Seattle Mariners and and Texas. Rangers also was tied 1-1. day', Baltimore needed 11 California batters got hits. A two-run heine run by 
ANHOUNOING 
NEW MOBILE HOME SALES 
I 
% 
Fleetwood 14' wide homes offer you 
a chance to live in style! 
is set up .in-Pine Park, 
v 
• Roman tub with shower 
• Easy-to-clean vinyl floors 
• CSA approved 
Baseball rules state that 
individual records must 
sta'nd when a game is 
stopped after passing the 
point at which it would have 
been considered official. The 
game itself, however, must 
be played over. 
• Meyer tied a club record 
With five hits in six trips• to 
the plate, including a triple. 
Paciorek had three hits and 
two runs batted in while 
• Gibson, a •rookie, slammed 
his eighth home ran of the 
season. 
In Chicago, Texas centre 
fielder Mickey Rivers went 
twofor-threa nd scored his 
team's lone run. 
Left-hander Jon Matlack, 
the Ranger: starter, was dis- 
appointed.• the game even 
started. 
"'The field was uhplay~,ble • 
innings to edge Milwaukee 9- 
8, California stopped Toron~ 
6-3, Cleveland( crushed 
Oakland, 10-5,' Boston beat 
Minnesota 6-2 and New York 
downed Kansas City 5-3. 
In the National League it 
was Los Angeles Dodgers 3 
Cincinnatti Reds 2, Pitt- 
,sburgh Pirates beat 
Philadelphia Phlllies 9-3, San 
Diego •Padres whipped 
Houston Astros 3-0, Atlanta 
Braves stopped San Fran- 
cisco Giants 4-2, 'and Mon- 
trcal Expos nipped Chicago 
Cabs 6-7 in 13 innings. 
• Angels 6 Blue Jays 3 
Rick Miller, Carney 
Lansford and joe Rudi had 
first,inning doubles and 
• Jason Thompson homered iil 
the fifth to give California its 
victory over Toronto. 
Dave Frost, 4-3, held ihe 
Orioles 9 Brewers Eric Soderholm, his s ix th  
8" / consecutive hit over two 
Lean Sakata led off the games,' highlighted New . 
bottom of the l lth inning York's five-ron first inning 
with a pinch-hit home run off as , the Yankees toPpled 
loser Bob McClure, 1-2, to Kansas City in a battle of 
boost Baltimore over 
Milwaukee. Tippy Martinez, 
1-2, was the winner. 
Baltimore scored twice in 
the bottom of the eighth on AI - 
Bumbry's triple to. tie the 
, game 88, 
Rich Dauer had five 
singles in the game, giving 
him eight consecutive hits 
over hi, last two games to tie 
a Baltimore team record. 
Indians 10 A's 5 
Wayne Garland registered 
his first win since last 
August and his team-mates 
tormented five Oakland 
• pitchers with 1t 'hits for 
Cleveland's victory. 
American League division 
leaders. 
Ron Guidry Survived the 
Royals' three-run rally in the 
bottom of the first inning to 
raise his record to 6.1. 
Red Sex 6 Twins 2" 
Right fielder Jim Dwyer 
hit his fifth home run of the 
season, driving in two runs, 
and throw out a Twins 
baserunner to  spark 
Boston's ' victory over 
Minnesota. 
Dwyer's holne run in the 
fodrth snapl~ed a 2-2 tie and 
gavethe Red Sox the lead for " 
good. 
Orantes, Vilas caused a stir 
and they didn't even play 
Our mode( home 
ready for you" to view. 
=Laminated easy-care countertops 
=Spacious living room 
~ .Shingle roofs 
PARIS (AP)  - -  While 
Harold Solomon, J immy 
Connors and Vitas Gerulaltis 
continue toward an end to a 
25.year United States men's 
drought at the French Open 
tennis championships, a
tempest erupted" over a 
match that didn't happen. 
The uproar concerned a
match scheduled Monday 
afternoon between fonrth. 
seed Guillermo Vilas of 
Argentina and Manuel 
Orantes of Spain. 
Vilas came down with 
stomach cramps Monday 
and Asked for a one-hour 
delay before starting the 
match .  Tournament  
organizers granted the 
delay. 
But Orantes aid later he 
was not informed of the 
decision until just before he 
. MODEL 2663L (924 sq. ft.) 
For more information contact: 
Pine Park offioe 3889 Muller Ave., Terraoe 
Phone 6364418 
I 
$184. 
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YES WE DIDI UNIVERSAL SOUND 
CENTRE HAS PUT TOGETHER 
ANOTHER SUPER PACKAGE 
SPECIAL JUST RIGHT FOR YOUI 
SONY STR.VI.AM-FM Stereo Receiver 
.15 watts per channel 
• RMS x 2 
SONY PS.T15 Semi Automatlc.Turntabte 
• direct drive 
• cartridge Included 
~... - ° .  .8  SONY SS.370 Two-way Speakers 
- 12;b(w) x 2"/7/e(h)xS°/eld) inches 
WHILE STOCK LASTS 
$550. 
S O N Y .  
Give yourself a little credit... 
use your Universal charge account TODAY!  !! 
J 
WILere tile music i~! 
3rd Ave and 6th St. 
Prince Rupert 
6~.6743 
L 2~ City Centre 
Klt imat 
632-3177 
Mostercharge and 
Chargex also accepted 
was to Walk onto the clay 
courts at the original time. 
He ask~l that a rule granting 
delays of only 15. ininutes he 
applied or else Vilas must 
default. 
The match was put off 
until today and ticket holders 
were told they could return 
free of charge. 
But as late as Monday 
Orantes said .the French 
organizers were trying to 
protect Vilas, who could 
meet Bjorn Borg of Sweden 
in the semifinals, recreating 
a long duel between them. 
Vilas has not commented 
publicly on the matter. 
In matches played Moll. 
• c]ay, defending •champion 
Borg quickly dispatched 
. Htmgary's Balazs Tareczy 6- night, Oraptes refusedt0 
give a clear answer on . 2, 6-2, 60. 
whether he would play the . Sixth-seed Harold Solomon 
match that will complete the also advanced tothe quarter. 
quarter-finals lineup leading finals, with an easy 6-0, 6-1, 6- 
to the $53,000 men's crown. 3 dumping of Brian Gottfried 
winner of the Vflas-Orantes 
match. 
Connors meets Hans. 
Gildemeister of Chile ~d 
Vitas Gerulaitls meets 
Wojtek Fibak of Poland in 
the other qua-rterfl nal 
matches. 
Second seed Blllie Joan 
King had her hopes of a title 
match with. Chris Ever t  
Lloyd ui~end6cl by Dianne 
Fromholtz of Australia 6-1, 6- 
4. 
Virginia Ruzici of 
Romania will meet 
"The point is the rules 
have to apply equally to 
everyone," Orantos aid. 
Christian Duxin, one Of the 
French organizers, acknowl- 
edged there had been a 
misunderstanding, and that 
neither Vilas nor Orantes 
was •wrong. 
of the U.S. Fromholtz in the semifinals. 
CorradoBarazzutti0f Italy In the women's quarterfinal 
advanced to the ,quarter- matches, Lloyd will continue 
finals with a 6-4, 6-2, 7-6 herbidforthe$42,S00French 
victory over Peter Mc- crown against Kathy Jordan. 
Namara of Australia. In the other match, Ivana 
Barrazzutti will meet Borg Madruga of Argentina meets 
in the quarter-finals and Hans Mandlikova of 
Solomon will meet the Czechoslovakia. 
Preakness complaint 
decision coming soon 
BALTIMORE (AP) - -  The 
owners of Genuine Risk con- 
tinue their efforts today to 
revive the filly's chances of 
becoming a belated can- 
didate for horse racing's 
Triple Crown. 
After becoming the first.of 
her gender in 65 years to_win 
the Kentucky Derby, 
Genuine Risk was beaten in 
the Preakness. Stakes on 
May 17 when a foul claim 
against winner Codex was 
disallowed by Maryland 
stewards at Pimlico. 
Diana and Bertram 
Firestone, the owners of 
Genuine Risk, appealed the 
decision and the three 
stewards were • the first 
witnesses as a hearing on the 
matter opened Monday 
before thethoroughbred 
board of' the Maryland 
Racing Commission. 
Board chairman Robert 
W. Banning promised to 
Craig goes to Bruins 
BOSTON (AP) - -  United 
States Olympic goaltender 
Jim Craig, who says he has 
modelled himself after 
Boston goalie Gerry 
Cheerers, has become a 
Bruin himself.-. 
Boston general manager 
Harry Sinden announced 
Monday that the Brains had 
acquired Craig in a trade 
with Atlanta Flames --  the 
team that.will relocate in 
Calgary next season. 
Sinden said Cheerers 
admired Craig's goaltending 
techniques, when the 
Americans won the gold 
medal in the 1980" Winter 
Olympics at Lake Placid, 
N.Y. 
Whether . the two 
goaltenders will remain 
team.mates next season 
depends on Cheevers's 
Career decision and the 
physical condition of Gilles 
Gilbert, the third goalie. 
The Bruin.s will give the 
Flames a seCond-round draft 
choice this year and either a 
third-round this year or a 
fifthround choice next year. 
Sinden said the Bruim will 
choose the option soon. 
Craig, a 22-year-old North 
Easton, Mass.,. resident, 
recorded 55 victories as a 
Boston University goalie and 
31•wins with the Ar~erioan 
Olympic team. But in 
Atlanta, he allowed 13 goals 
and won only .one of four 
games. 
| 
"Those four games were 
ridiculous," Craig said. 
"I've been better prepared 
for other games. 
"But I think things will be 
different here. I know 
playing for k hometown 
crowd is going to make me 
more excltecl about 
playing." 
Craig said playing in 
Calgary would have taken 
so~ue of the fun of out the 
• game. 
Sinden, who is looking for a 
coach to replace Fred 
Creighton, said Cheerers 
will decide in the near future 
whether~ • to continue 
goaltending or seek a 
coaching position., 
Gilbert's tatus may n6t be 
known until he tries to play 
in training camp. He has 
suffered •back ailments 
which may need surgery. 
expedite the current hearing 
in an effort to roach a 
decision prior to the running 
of the Belmont Stakes, the 
final race of the Triple 
Crown, on Saturday. 
In 1~ opening statement 
Monday, lawyer Henry Lord, 
representing Genuine Risk, 
contended the filly had been 
impeded, jostled and either 
struck or intimidated by the 
whip ,of Angel Cordero Jr., 
aboard CodexaS the filly 
made her move near the 
quarter pole of the 13-16.mile 
classic. 
Lord argued that the ac- 
tion against Genuine Risk. 
and jockey Jacinto Vasquez 
was premeditated. 
"What we have here," he 
said, "Is a 104,year.old 
tradition that has been 
sullied by jockey Cordero." 
The lawyer suggested that 
should the Firestone's 
position prevail, the board 
should held further hearings 
to consider possible strong 
sanctions against Cordero. 
Stewards J, Fred Colwill, 
Clinton-Pitts Jr., and Ed- 
ward Lltzenberger, who 
rejected the foul claim by 
Vasquez, reiterated belief in 
their decision. 
"The more I see these 
films, the more certain I am 
that the right decision was 
made," Pitts said at one 
point, a feeling supported in 
almost the same words by 
his two colleagues, 
The decision will be made 
by a four-member board 
because commiss ioner  
Robert W. Banning 
disqualified himself as a 
result of a published 
quotation which made it 
appear he had prejudged the 
case. A tied vote would 
uphold the stewards' de. 
cision. 
r•  
? 
